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INTRODUCTION 
Of the various aspects of experimental condensed matter physics today, perhaps one 
of the most significant, in regards to overall interest and technological impact, is the 
study of surfaces and interfaces. The scientific and technological interest in this 
particular branch of study has remained in a constant state of growth over the past years, 
due, in no small degree, to the semiconductor industries. Indeed, the push of these forces, 
in constantly striving for control of the quality of thin films and heterogeneous interfaces, 
has brought about the need to first create and ultimately control the physics of surfaces at 
the nanoscale regime. 
Controlling the growth of high quality surfaces, as the final culmination of an 
understanding of the growth process itself, remains today one of the most challenging 
problems of solid-state physics. The fabrication and ultimate function of semiconductor 
devices of the future will rely on this physical understanding, necessitating new science 
ranging from the extremes of thermodynamics to microscopic kinematics. The primary 
emphasis of growth technology has been the search of the optimal combination of surface 
and substrate material and growth conditions to produce self-organized nanostructures 
with particular scales or orientations. Of primary importance in this regime is the 
thinnest of grown films, the single monolayer. The monolayer controls the formation of 
subsequent growth and hence has particular scientific importance. Once formed from 
monolayer deposition, surface structures exhibit well-defined electronic energy levels due 
to quantum confinement which, in future devices, will have strong applicability. Future 
developments such as zero and low dimensional quantum confinement, structures with 
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taylor made electronic configurations, and alternating layer electronic and optical 
devices, as well as many others, will rely heavily upon advancements to such techniques 
as surface analysis and molecular-beam epitaxy, already well developed scientific 
disciplines . 
At present, several growth modes have been proposed and experimentally observed 
under heteroepitaxial growth. The mechanisms responsible for producing these growth 
modes, including wetting layer, island or drop-like, and Stranski-Krastanov, range from 
surface energetics, stress and strain due to adlayer mismatch, quantum size effects, and 
thermodynamic effects. The principle methods by which the particular growth mode is 
achieved are similarly diverse. They range from various forms of microscopy, including 
STM, TEM, and SEM, to diffraction methods including RHEED, LEED, and SPA-
LEED. Each method has its own intrinsic advantages and disadvantages; with 
microscopy presenting detailed qualitative structural determination and diffraction giving 
quantitative statistical information such as average island separation. The best means, 
therefore, of surface analysis and characterization is thus a superposition of both 
methodologies to give the clearest and most comprehensive examination of a given 
system. 
One of the principle reasons controlling the growth of very thin films on surfaces is 
difficult is that the process remains inherently a non-equilibrium process. Varying the 
process parameters in even a small way can cause large deviations in the final outcome, 
even utilizing the same materials, since the growth process is essentially non-unique. 
The process is further complicated when thermal influences are considered as they 
introduce sporadic phase shifts, meta-stable growth processes, and unusual growth 
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modes. The complex and high non-linearity of growth process is invariably linked to the 
production of surface defects. All the fundamental parameters determining the growth of 
surface structures or films are influenced by defect, as are the physical properties of the 
surface itself. This influence manifests itself in such pathways as the inhibition of 
electron transport by the disruption of the lattice, the decreased efficiency of 
recombination centers, and the alteration of the line widths of emitted radiation by new 
transitions in the band.' Defects themselves manifest themselves at surfaces in zero, one, 
and two dimensional varieties. Zero dimensional defects include singly adsorbed atoms, 
interstitials, and point defects. One-dimensional defects manifest themselves as various 
forms of steps, islands and phase boundaries, and dislocations at the surface. Finally 
two-dimensional defects arise as mosaic structures and faceting of the surface. Clearly, 
the form and variety of surface defects is diverse and somewhat daunting, but there 
effects will be discussed in greater detail later in this investigation. As can be seen, the 
importance of understanding the nature of the contribution of defects can not be 
understated, as they are one of the principle determining factors towards the physics of 
surfaces. 
In this investigation, but one of the many experimental methodologies is investigated. 
In particular, the surface analysis technique of spot-profile analysis, low-energy electron 
diffraction, or SPA-LEED was used to study the growing film. Low energy electron 
diffraction, the low-resolution version of SPA-LEED, has been used extensively to study 
many aspects of nucleation and growth by studying the angular distribution of the 
diffracted beam intensity. Low energy electrons are used in conjunction with surfaces 
naturally, due to the electron wavelength, which is almost tailor made to probe structures 
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with atomic dimension. Electrons also exhibit a high atomic cross section, enabling low 
penetration depth. With SPA-LEED, the resolution is at hand to investigate variations in 
the angular distribution of intensity over a given individual diffracted peak, resolving 
such aspects as a diffuse shoulder, spot-splitting, or satellite spots. These will be 
discussed in great detail in later chapters of this investigation. One can see, therefore, 
that SPA-LEED is a powerful medium by which to ascertain features of a surface's 
diffracted pattern and hence its real-space specifics. 
In the lab setting, under conditions of ultra-high vacuum, metallic overlayers of Pb 
atoms were deposited using molecular-beam epitaxy onto a Silicon ( 111) substrate. A 
semi-monochromatic beam of low-energy electrons impinged upon the clean Si sample, 
mounted upon a high degree of freedom manipulator. After scattering, only the elastic 
rebounds were captured and routed to a high gain channeltron. Experiments were 
conducted with a variety of operating conditions: temperatures, coverages, annealing, 
flux rate, etc., affecting the nucleation and growth of adlayers. The principle results were 
determined from analysis of one and two-dimensional scans across the reciprocal space 
Brillion zone. Simple models were used to fit the data, based upon kinematic 
approximations. All in all, the experimental procedure and analysis will be discussed in 
later chapters. 
Of the results that were determined from the raw data, perhaps the most interesting 
was the discovery of self-organization in the growth of Pb overlayers on the Si substrate. 
The unusual growth mode consisted of uniform 7-step islands with flat tops and steep 
sides. The strange morphology seemed metastable over a range of temperatures, up to 
coverages of approximately 7 .5 monolayers. At the edges of stability, other structures 
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with preferred thickness exhibited themselves, though seemed a disturbed state of the 
magic seven-fold thickness. It has been surmised that the growth mode is likely due to 
quantum size effects, and the minimization of the electronic energy at the crystal surface. 
The evidence for the growth mode is based on the diffracted intensity distribution as a 
function of the parallel and normal components of the momentum transfer function, 
demonstrating 7-fold oscillations in k2 where single step oscillations are expected. 
Furthermore, the various kinetic pathways in which the structure exhibited itself were 
examined in detail. The pathways considered included simple growth at various 
temperatures, as well as growth and then subsequent annealing, both fast and very slow, 
to specific temperatures. The result was a strong picture of how to achieve the structure 
itself, where the unusual growth mode existed in terms of the growth parameters, as well 
as some indication of the quality of the structure a given set of growth parameters 
produced. Furthermore a one-dimensional model was developed which determines the 
oscillation pattern for a given island step arrangement. All in all, a picture was created 
for the growth morphology of epitaxial Pb on Si(l l 1)-(7x7), and quantitative analysis of 
the surface state was concluded, with consistent and revealing results. 
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THEORY 
In the course of science in general, theoretical conception takes place, either as a 
condition, at least which future experimentation is used to verify, or as a response and 
explanation to a new or unique empirical observation. In either case, the process of 
hypothesis and theory relies completely upon the empirical observation for their scientific 
justification. A scientific theory or concept is, to some degree, meaningless in-lieu of 
direct, reproducible, physical evidence in support of conjecture. Thus a great weight of 
the process known as science is embodied in the nature of experimental observation or 
measurement itself. As such, a scientist needs a tool appropriate to the physical situation 
at hand. If one is studying macroscopic interests, such tools are easily intuitively 
envisioned, for example, for astronomical observation, the telescope. For physical 
measurements of the very small, however, one needs a probe comparable to the size scale 
of the physical system being observed. For observations such as those to be discussed in 
this investigation such as LEED, one needs to discern length scales comparable to the 
periodicity of a crystalline structure. The necessary probe then, must be able to resolve 
very tiny structures or patterns, eliminating the use of optical microscopes, and 
necessitating the use of particle beams, with wavelengths comparable to the length scales 
of the physical system. The natural choice, then, is electron diffraction, with the added 
theoretical simplification of assuming fraunhoffer diffraction, in which the radiation 
source is considered infinitely far from the object of measurement. This then, is the 
necessary probe for the study of the nature of growth and crystallization at the 
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microscopic level at surfaces. Indeed, electron diffraction combined with STM 
measurements defines the cornerstone of surface science at the microscopic level today. 
If one assumes low-energy fraunhoffer diffraction with singular emphasis upon elastic 
I 
scattering from a periodic array of scatterers using near-normal incidence, one finds that 
one can avoid the complications of a full dynamical or modem theoretic treatment in that 
experimental results, to a wide range of potential observation, can be successfully 
modeled by a simple kinematic approximation. One can simplify further by assuming 
only single scattering from a single surface atom, maintaining validity for a wide range of 
phenomena. These simplifications are necessary in concordance with the immense 
complexity of processes inherent in even the simplest growth systems on a crystalline 
substrate. 
Following these simplifications, one can determine some significant quantities relating 
the diffracted electron intensity to the structure of the surface. In particular, given an 
array of scatterers with positions given by: 
1), 
Relative to an arbitrary origin and with location in a unit cell at positions: 
2), 
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the scattered amplitude at a given momentum transfer, S = k - k0 , is seen to be the sum 
of the scattered amplitudes from the individual scatterers barring interference due to the 
individual phase differences: 8
A(S) = Lfn(0,E)e iS•(r;+P.> 3). 
i,n 
The sum is seen to be over lattice sites, i, and atoms, n, within a given unit cell. The 
function of energy and incidence angle, 8,fn( 0, E) is the atomic scattering factor, 
dependent upon the nature of the individual scattering events. All dynamical effects are 
included in the functionfn(8,E) and, assuming the kinematic approximation, all scattering 
events are considered identical. Expressing this result as a sum over unit cells results in: 2 
A(S) = F(0,E) Le is•r; 4), 
where F(S,E) represents the scattering over a single unit cell, and is defined as the 
structure factor of the unit cell in question. 1 One can see that given the periodicity of the 
lattice in real space, that the scattered intensity is going to also be periodic with maxima 
at locations corresponding to the reciprocal lattice; A(S)
max 
= A(Ghkt) where 
G hkt = n2n / d hkt is a reciprocal space lattice vector and dhkt is the separation of the 
reciprocal space lattice planes { hkl} using the familiar Miller indices notation for 
specifying directions in the reciprocal lattice space. 
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Unfortunately, the amplitude is not directly measured, but rather the intensity of the 
diffracted radiation. This intensity can be written as the product of the complex 
conjugate of the amplitude with itself: 
5), 
or for a particular point in reciprocal space: 8 
6). 
In this particular instance, sis known as the deviation parameter, and represents the 
difference between the momentum transfer vector and a given reciprocal lattice vector 
Ghkl. Furthermore, S(Ghkt + s) is known as the interference function and exits at all 
points in reciprocal space. The interference function, in essence, effectively maps the 
reciprocal lattice for any periodic crystal: 8 
S(G + s) = sin 2[1/2Nl ~Ghkl + s)]. x, • sin 2[1/2N2 ~Ghkl + s)]. X2 
hkl sin 2[1/2(Ghkl +s)]•.x, sin 2[1/2(Ghkl +s)•.x2 
7). 
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A close examination of the structure of this function gives ideally maximum values at 
s = 0, or rather, since s = G- Ghkt, at locations in reciprocal space where an arbitrary 
vector G lies upon a reciprocal lattice site. Furthermore, one can see that, in our 
sprawling three-dimensional reciprocal space, the widths of these maxima are given by 
/Ni, i = 1, 2, 3; for the three spatial dimensions and likewise have maxima given by 
At this point, it may help to better clarify what we mean by the reciprocal lattice. 
Such a lattice is a point-by-point mapping of the locations of the discrete lattice sites in 
real space into a new space according to the following transformation relations:9 
where the hkl are integers and the following relationships hold: 
a* = 2m2 XX3 b* = 2m3 x\ c* = 
xi• Cx2 xx3), xi• Cx2 xx3), 
27ZX1 Xx2 
Xi• (x2 xxJ 
8), 
9). 
Thus it can be seen that the interference function maps the real space locations of the 
individual scatterers in LEED to the locations of the maxima of the diffracted intensity, 
with a loss of information only of the phase relationships between scatterers. 
If one examines again the form of equation 7, one can see that in the limit of a 3-D 
infinite periodic array, the interference function becomes a 3-D array of delta-functions 
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located at the end of the reciprocal lattice vectors. One can further alter the situation and 
describe an infinite crystal in 2-D with an abrupt surface boundary (N1 = N 2 = 00 , N3 = 1) 
in and around z = 1, i.e. a single atomic layer, the diffraction changes dramatically. In the 
direction normal to the surface, the delta function points are broadened into what can be 
described as reciprocal lattice rods, as demonstrated in figure 1. The intensity along this 
[OIJJ 1:20) 
/\_}\_/\ 
Figure 1: 
Reciprocal lattice rods in one-dimension representing a finite two-dimensional 
crystal. The filled regions indicate the FWHM of the intensity distribution. 
direction is no longer modulated but assumes a constant value. As the limiting of the x3 
direction to a single atom causes infinite broadening of the lattice-points in reciprocal 
space, so does the effect of limiting the size of a crystal in the other dimensions. This is 
also demonstrated in Figure 1. Examining equation (7), demonstrates that instead of 
delta-functions, the finite crystal causes the functional terms to become, sin 2 Nx/sin 2 x, a 
nearly Gaussian profile with (n-2) sidebands resolvable for small N (not shown in figure 
1). This is representative of a finite size effect and more closely approaches the physical 
reality of a given system in nature. 
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One simple way to visualize the specific condition for which a diffraction maxima 
occurs is through a graphical representation known as the Ewald construction. 34 Since we 
are dealing with elastic collisions, then for an incoming wavefront, energy and 
momentum will be conserved. This implies that, assuming a common origin, the 
momentum vectors in k-space, incident and scattered, will terminate on a spherical 
construction. This construction is depicted in figure 2 below. Overlaying the reciprocal 
(20} {ib) 
-4,r 
0 
(00) 
511 
(10) 
0 
Figure 2: 
(20) 
4,r a 
The Ewald construction for diffraction forms a crystalline surface. 
The crystal and incident beam of scatterers are fixed. A continuous range of wavelengths 
corresponding to initial and final K is shown. Bragg peaks occur only for those 
vectors that terminate upon the given sphere and intersect a reciprocal lattice rod. 
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space pattern of point functions and rods, the diffraction conditions occur, then, for the 
intersection of the sphere and a given reciprocal-lattice rod. 
Another significant tool in the analysis of surface structure conducted from diffraction 
experiments is through the use of correlation functions. In particular, an analysis of the 
lattice factor, which contains information about the physical structure of the surface being 
probed, yields important information in terms of correlations, dependent upon this very 
structure. From the kinematic approximation, the intensity of the diffracted beam can be 
written as a function split into two components, the dynamical form factor, F (S, k) , and 
the lattice factor, S(S). We can express the lattice factor explicitly in terms of 
correlation functions 10• Given: 
(10), 
where K11 , and K .1 are the components of the scattered S , parallel and perpendicular to 
the surface. Furthermore, the function <l>(r, K .1) is called the phase correlation, the 
inverse Fourier transform of the lattice factor, and given also by: 7 
<l>(r,K.L) = (eiKj_[h(r'-r)-h(r)) = L,c(r,h)eiK.l 
h 
(11). 
The brackets here indicate an average over r values. The function in the summation 
over his the pair correlation function, denoted by C(r,h), and gives the probability of 
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two surface atoms with lateral distance, r, having a height difference of hd where d 
denotes a step height, and h is an integer. Since the lattice factor is essentially the 
interference function, expressed more generally, it can be seen that the diffracted 
intensity /(S) is a reciprocal space map of the pair-correlation function of the real-space 
array of scatterers. As will be discussed later, this has important consequences, primarily 
upon the analysis of how the diffracted intensity is broken down into component form. 
At this point it becomes relevant to discuss the implications of abnormalities 
disrupting the perfection of the finite of infinite lattice, in effect, lattice defects. By 
changing the periodicity, imperfections change the pair-correlation function, thereby 
altering the reciprocal-lattice rods, and thus the diffracted intensity. These defects or 
imperfections come in a wide variety of forms, from zero-dimensional point defects to 
large-scale domain imperfections, and are primarily responsible for a particular alteration 
in the diffraction pattern. In fact, an understanding of defects and their causes, gives an 
understanding of the particular morphology of an empirical sample. 
Because of the myriad forms in which imperfections can arise, it is necessary for a 
form of classification, usually based upon the dimensionality of the particular defect. 
One example that doesn't fit this classification is thermal vibration. Given a perfect 
lattice and non-zero temperature, atomic vibrations give rise to random displacements of 
individual atoms from their lattice positions. Most of the Fourier components of such 
thermal displacements have wavelengths on the order of atomic dimensions, very small 
relative to the length scales of the lattice as a whole. Thus thermal misorientations 
simply cause a decrease in the Bragg intensity, and a corresponding increase in the 
general, diffuse background intensity. 8 
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Another example that gives rise to a diffuse background, due equally well to a 
correspondingly small wavelength for the Fourier terms, are zero-dimensional or point 
defects . Such defects may arise due to vacancies, impurity atoms, or interstitial atoms. 
The small wavelength arising from such situations does not disrupt the long-range order 
inherent in the crystal, and hence does not cause any broadening of the diffracted 
intensity. 
One-dimensional defects include such phenomena as phase boundaries, projections of 
bulk defects arising at the surface, strain effects, dislocations, grain boundaries, and 
steps.9 These defects do have Fourier terms that inhibit the long-range order of the 
crystal and thus have a noticeable effect upon the diffraction pattern. Steps are one of the 
most well studied of the one-dimensional phenomena, and important enough to warrant a 
discussion later. Examining one of the other possibilities, say for example lattice strain, 
one observes reflections with broadening that increases with increasing Ghkt. In fact, 
random strain causes a broadening of i\ but not of G1- .8 This makes for a unique 
identification of random lattice strain at the surface. Figure 3 below schematically shows 
this dependence. Dislocations, on the other hand, manifest slow varying, long range 
strain, producing the same form of broadening, while at the same time producing rapidly 
varying strain close to the dislocation core, creating a rise in the overall background. 
Thus each particular one-dimensional defect can be characterized in general from the 
close observation of the associated traits produced in the diffracted intensity. 
Moving on to the next level of generality, one arrives at defects classified as two-
dimensional abnormalities. These include such phenomena as facets, mosaic 
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(00) (10) (20) 
Figure 3: 
Reciprocal lattice in one dimension of an infinite two-dimensional crystal 
containing random lattice strain in the a direction. Notice the reciprocal lattice rods 
broaden with increasing order at the reflection h. The (00) rod is insensitive to strain 
broadening parallel to the surface. Note the FWHM of the higher order rods. The 
associated intensity distribution demonstrates sinusoidal spacing variation in the a 
direction with characteristic wavelength. 
structure, and two-dimensional step arrangements such as plateaus. Examining the 
mosaic structure, manifested as finite-size domains, with small angular misorientations 
from each other due to underlying abnormalities in the bulk crystal relative to the perfect 
lattice. Mosaic structure represents itself in the diffracted intensity as a broadening of the 
reflected intensity in the G _1_ direction. This can be understood by assigning a reciprocal 
lattice pattern to each domain of the surface separately, and assigning a common origin 
due to the superposition of reflection from the total "surface", the summation of all the 
domains. Figure 4 below readily demonstrates this pictorially. 8 
As is likely in nature, the domain size of the individual planes is probably not going to be 
identical, consisting instead of a distribution of domain sizes. The diffracted intensity 
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produced, then, is merely a weighted superposition of the individual scattered intensities 
from each domain plane. This is given by: 9 
(HJ) 
Fig. 4a 
I~ 
(00) 
Fig. 4b 
Figure 4: 
(12), 
a. 
(10) 
Part a demonstrates pictorially the mosaic structure of a given surface 
cross-sectionally. The angles are not to physical scale, and a is the average 
misorientation angle. Part b demonstrates the reciprocal lattice in one-dimension 
for a large two-dimensional crystal with small angular misorientation. The size of the 
crystal is assumed to be large enough to produce very narrow reciprocal lattice rods. 
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where P(M 1) is the fraction of domains with size given by M 1a. The intensity, then, 
depends upon the domain size distribution, which can then be determined through a 
careful analysis. 
Of the many types of surface defects encountered, perhaps the most well examined 
and experimentally verified are the class of defects ostensibly called steps. As such, 
many varieties of step combinations can be examined, with varying degrees of simplicity 
and physical analog. Although many times considered as a defect classification all unto 
themselves, steps have a three-dimensional analog in bulk crystal materials, namely 
stacking faults. These consist of mistakes made in the placement of subsequent layers of 
a crystal, and are themselves well studied with bulk experimental techniques. Steps 
themselves, can be broken down into sub-classifications, with principle labels of regular, 
random, homogeneous, and inhomogeneous. These will be examined in tum, as each 
variety offers insight into a wide regime of surface characterization. 
The simplest possible ordering of steps on a surface and the subsequent impact on the 
diffraction pattern can be seen in the one-dimensional, homogeneous, regular step pattern 
as diagramed in figure 5. 8 As can be seen, the reciprocal lattice can be considered as the 
product of the separate reciprocal lattices, the lattice associated with the periodic 
arrangement of atoms in each terrace, and the periodic placement of each terrace itself, 
given an effective terrace structure factor. Also, the label, "regular" implies 
monotonically increasing or decreasing step arrays with constant terrace size, and 
consistent direction, up or down. 
Thus the surface is the convolution of periodicities of the single terrace unit and the 
a) 
b) 2.n 
L 
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2.n 
(10) (00) 
Figure 5:8 
The reciprocal lattice for the one-dimensional case given a vicinal surface with 
monatomically increasing steps, and a constant terrace size. a) represents the surface 
pictorially, in cross section, while b) represents the reciprical lattice. The sharp rods 
represent the reciprocal lattice of a lattice with one lattice point per terrace center, 
inclined to the average surface. The broad bands represent the FWHM of the 2n/Na of 
the terrace structure factor. The terrace structure factor, shown above the reciprocal 
lattice, has (N-2) subsidiary maxima. Reflections in the diffracted beam occur where the 
product of these two separate reciprocal lattices are non-zero. This is seen in the weak 
subsidiary reflections between the main peaks. 
periodicity of the terraces, effectively creating a lattice with one lattice point per terrace. 
Because the terrace lattice points are relatively far apart and assuming many such points, 
we then have a representative reciprocal space with sharp rods located relatively close 
together. The separation is inversely related to the cosine of the angle of the cut. 8 As 
discussed before, the terrace structure factor will be the reciprocal lattice of a given 
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singular terrace. Because of the finite size of a terrace, and the subsequent size relative to 
the terrace lattice, we will have much broader rods in reciprocal space, and farther apart. 
For this particular arrangement, Henzler derived a mathematical expression for the LEED 
intensity distribution in I-dimension: 11 
/(G- -) = sin
2 [Mi(Ghk/ + s). a/2]. sin 2 [N(Ghk/ + s). L/2] 
hkl + S 2 - 2 - -; sin [(Ghkl + s) • a/2 sin [(Ghkl + s) • L 2] 
(13), 
where M 1a is the terrace width, Lis the separation of terrace centers, and N is the 
number of terraces. For certain energies, the terraces all scatter in phase, and the surface 
appears flat and perfectly periodic with atomic periodicity. The diffracted intensity 
should be a single sharp spot. At the out-of-phase condition, the spot is split because two 
or more terrace rods intersect the lattice rod at the same energy. 
It was Henzler who first calculated the particular electron beam energies for which 
single spots, as opposed to split-spots, would appear. Notice that this is simplified a great 
deal if one assumes a normal incidence of the beam. If we examine figure 5 above, one 
can see that 
2n/~/ILI simply gives the number of atoms per terrace, a constant for 
this particularly simple case of monotonically rising steps with constant terrace size. This 
quantity, M 1 , is simply the separation of the fundamental beams divided by the 
separation of the split spots.9 Henzler derived the equation of the energies for this case as 
. b 14 given y: 
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E = 150.4 [S -(hx + ky) + (hlii' lkli?l)d2 ] 2 
4d 2 4n 2 (S - (hk + ky)) 
(14), 
where dis the step height, hand k are the Miller indices, a* and b* are the reciprocal 
lattice base vectors of a crystalline flat surface, and x,y are the fractional lateral shift of 
terraces relative to the reciprocal lattice base vectors. S, then, is an integer for in-phase 
scattering, and a half-integer for out-of-phase scattering. 
The next level of difficulty in the analysis of diffraction from surface steps is the 
slightly modified case of monotonically varying steps, with constant terrace size. 
Schematically, this arises as steps, alternately up and down, as diagramed in figure 6 
below. Because the average surface is flat, the reciprocal lattice is composed of rods, 
modulated in G .1 that are not inclined with respect to each other. 
The intensity of the diffracted beam is represented as a superposition of the separate 
lattice factors, rather than two in the previous case. We arrive at one of these lattice 
factors, due to the observed periodicities of 2Na, where N is the number of scatterers on a 
particular terrace. The next arises due to the scattering from a given terrace of 
dimensions Na. The final arises due to the interference between the terrace and troughs 
themselves. 
As diagramed in the above figure, the reciprocal lattices from each of the structure 
factors are represented as ~ 2 , F/ , and F/. The first, ~ 2 , since representing an infinite 
periodicity, is a reciprocal lattice consisting of rods that are delta-functions in this 
z z 2, 
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Figure 6:8 
Representative diagrams of the reciprocal lattice of a stepped surface with 
constant terrace size, up and down periodicity, and one dimensionality. 
The picture, a, reflects the surface itself in real space, b, represents two of the 
structure factor components, and c, the reciprocal lattice in its totality. 
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example. The spacing of these rods is given as 2½Na, normal to the surface, i.e. the 
reciprocal spacing of one terrace and one trough. F/, the structure factor of the terraces, 
themselves, since not infinite in extent, has a characteristic broadening with form given 
by sin 2(NS • a/2) / sin 2 (S • a/2). 8 These maxima are spaced 2% apart, and have 
correspondingly, N-2 sub-maxima. The maxima are again, normal to the surface, with 
principle FWHM of 2n / Na , thus overlapping three of the delta function rods of F/. 
F/ , on the other hand, since dependent upon the interference between the terrace and 
trough planes, has an intrinsic z dependence. This function can be seen to have the 
form: 8 
F/ = 2[1 + cos(hn)cos(G_1_ d)] 
where h = n/2N is the order of the reflection, giving the position of the nth delta 
function rod, and d is the height difference between terrace and trough. 
Because of the z-dependence evident in the F/ term, the intensity distribution adopts 
a definite periodic dependence upon G _1_ . This periodicity is seen as an oscillation 
between single and double spots, and is interpreted as constructive and destructive 
interference between steps. For constructive interference, the intensity distribution 
perceives the surface as a flat, perfect, infinite substrate, with no observable steps, and 
with lattice constant, a. At other G _1_ 's, the other rods appear, and observable evidence of 
the structure of the steps becomes evident. At particular energies, the maxima associated 
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with an infinite lattice periodic in a, at 2rch/ a, disappear, and all other rods are present. 
This corresponds to the out-of-phase case. This periodicity in G1., and hence energy, is 
highly observable, and indicative of the particular step set-up of a given experimental 
sample, marking each as unique. Note that the above examples are only applicable for a 
surface in which the terrace atoms lie directly above the trough atoms. A surface 
exhibiting a mismatch complicates the situation by removing the alignment between the 
F2
2 and the F"i2 terms, creating the absence of structure-factor forbidden reflections. 
Another particular case for which the analysis of the surface from the diffraction 
pattern is relatively simple is the incidence of a random distribution of terrace sizes. The 
most general case of this involves random up and down step edges with random terrace 
sizes. This approximates many physical situations in which the surface has organized 
itself into steps but typically remains flat, on average, over large scales. 
The analysis deviates from that described immediately prior, in that the strict delta 
functions present earlier are broadened out. Furthermore, because of the random nature 
of the steps, the term F"i2 is removed and F/ adopts a diffuse, monotonically changing 
intensity background rather than the observed subsidiary maxima reflections. 8 As seen in 
figure 7 below, reciprocal lattice rods alternately broaden and relax as one alters the G1. 
of the incident beam. As seen prior in the dependence on the periodicity of F/, the 
intensity again oscillates depending upon the average step height. For reflections in 
which the terraces scatter in-phase, the diffraction spots assume a sharp, narrow profile. 
Alternately, for reflections in which the terraces scatter destructively, the spots broaden. 
This is shown schematically in figure 7b below. 8 This periodic dependence upon G 1. is 
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further influenced by surfaces in which the predominance of steps, on average, varies 
from monotonic. The periodicity of the oscillations is inversely proportional to the 
average step heights. Double height steps, for example, cause the periodicity to be cut 
into half. 
If one considers again a surface with random step edges, one arrives at an analytical 
form of the interference function. The key is that for a random occurrence of step edges, 
the step distribution itself is geometrical in nature. Likewise, for a finite system, all 
possible geometric distributions can be specified. Thus the geometric distribution is 
a) 0 0 0 0 
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Figure 7:8 
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The reciprocal lattice for random terrace size, random single increment up-down 
stacking, and one-dimension. The physical surface is diagramed in a), while the 
reciprocal lattice is shown in b) as a function of G perpendicular. The shaded regions 
correspond to the FWHM of the intensity distribution, and gives a measure of the terrace 
size. The periodicity is directly related to the average step increment. 
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defined by the property that the probability per unit site of encountering a step is a 
constant. 
The two classic theoretic encounters with this random step set-up were produced by 
Lu and Lagally,8 and later with a matrix notation by Lent and Cohen. 1 Lagally originally 
approached the problem with the fundamental perspective originating from boundary 
structure-factor analysis using the geometric distribution and assigning probabilities to 
the level increase or decrease encountered at a given lattice site. The results from the 
theory are intrinsically Lorentzian in the angular intensity profiles. The interference 
function produced by Lagally is of the form: 8 
- - 1- p2 
S(Ghkt +s) = 2 -
1 + p - 2pcos(Ghkl + s) • a 
(16), 
where we have p 2 defined as the boundary structure factor, a function of the probability 
of finding a step at any particular lattice site, as well as S, and including the phase shift of 
the scattered radiation due to the random steps. Use of this equation provides a 
quantitative way of determining the particular step density resulting from analysis of the 
angular profiles from an empirical sample, assuming of course a distribution of terraces 
with non-interacting step edges. If one measures the FWHM' s of the angular profiles, 
they can be determined from this theory as: 9 
flShk 1 cos-1[4p(hk)- p 2 (hk)-1] 
---= 
(flS 82 ) n 2p(hk) 
(17), 
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where again p 2 is the boundary structure factor. 
Lent and Cohen developed one of the other principle competing theories for random-
stepped surfaces. They develop from a mathematically differing and perhaps more 
fundamental matrix formulation. This method utilizes the highly developed literature of 
Markov matrices, and holds the advantage over Lagally in that it becomes possible to 
treat surfaces with a finite number of exposed levels. The Markov theory also allows the 
matrix method to give an understanding of the general properties of the eigenvalues that 
develop, dependent on the form of the disorder and allows a correct direction towards the 
production of a two-dimensional generalization in future work. The principle result of 
the theory is the development of the intensity of the diffracted beam given in form by: 1 
2w 1 
where Lor(S, w) = 2 2 , and wP = -- ln(Ap) . Also, the expressions for the a' s are w +S a 
given by: 
N-j 
aP,j = Leqrq+j,Pr;~ for j l 
q=I 
N 
ap . = 8 r . prp-l .-1 q q-1. ,q 
q=j+I 
and expressing the correlation function: 1 
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C(ux = na,uz = ld) = L,aP,lA; 
p 
(19). 
The diffracted intensity from the geometrical step distribution is thus a set of sharp 
reciprocal lattice functions broadened by convolution with a sum of Lorentzians. Again 
the angular profile produces dependency based upon Lorentzian relationships, an 
acceptable focus, therefore, if one intends empirical modeling. The number of 
Lorentzians is dependent upon the number of exposed levels, with widths dependent 
upon the eigenvalues of P, the matrix of transition probabilities. The weighting of 
individual Lorentzians depends upon both S z and the components of the diagonalizing 
matrix r .1 The result, one of comparative ease in calculation, is thus an eigenvalue 
problem in determining the particular geometric distribution, an important problem in 
analyzing experimental surfaces. 
This theory can be seen to have particular importance in its analysis of a two-level 
system, exemplified in the experimental analysis of the of the two-level system seen 
physically in the research that will be discussed later in this work. The diffracted 
intensity produced from this relatively simple example, created from the 2nd -order 
transition matrix, P that is determined for 2-levels is given by equation 20 below. 1 
Note this intensity fails to include the convolution of the instrument response function, 
expressing the limits of a real diffraction apparatus. From this, 0 denotes a particular 
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_ - (7c) ln(Ai) 
/ (S) = [20(1- 0)[1- cos(S zd)] Ya + ... 
(( )ln(,,\))+S; a 
(20). 
layer coverage, and the correlations that arise are given by: 1 
C na ld = {02 + (1-0)2 + 20(1-0)~ l = 0} (21). 
( ' ) 0(1-0)(1-~) l = ±1 
The Lorentzian part of /(S) comes, then, from then dependent terms in C(na,ld) which 
decrease as }t . 
In general, an intensity profile produced according to the theory for two-level steps, 
arises as a sharp central spike from the Fourier transform of the constant, limiting value 
of the correlation function, and a broadened part arising from then-dependent 
remainder. 1 The width of the Lorentzian part for large terrace lengths relative to the 
wavelength of the incoming beam is given as Pu+ Pd/4 or rather the reciprocal of twice 
the harmonic mean of the average terrace lengths of the two layers. A good visual 
schematic of this is seen in figure 8 below. 
At this point it becomes applicable to make a brief extension from I-dimensional 
analysis to the 2-dimensional analog. One would be truly fortunate to be able to extend 
simply the I-dimensional analysis to the 2-dimensional analysis by finding l(Sx,Sz) and 
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Electron Diffraction at Stepped Homogeneous and Inhomogeneous Surfaces 
SPOT PROFILES POR A (RANDOMLY) STEPPED SURFACE 
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Figure 8:6 
Profiles shown for a randomly stepped surface, representing intensity 
vs. scattering vector K parallel, as well as K perpendicular, reminiscent 
of energy. Steps force the pattern to split into a central sharp spike and a 
broadening. As can be seen, both vary periodically in K perpendicular, with the sharp 
spike left alone for the in-phase, and the broadening maximized for the 
out-of-phase.9 
multiplying this by the equally simple I(Sy,Sz). This would assume a complete 
independence of the spatial directions x and y. The problem that arises with this 
assumption, however, is that x and y are far from independent, and, in fact, are highly 
.;oupled. 
The Markov property of the analysis prior insists on the dependence of a lattice site on 
its neighbors in the single x-direction. Forcing two-dimensions causes a dependence 
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upon neighbors in both directions, in both the x and they spatial directions. To 
generalize the Markov Chain method to two-directions necessitates the generalization to 
Markov Random Fields. 1 The result forces the probability vectors for a given site to be 
determined from states on all surrounding sites. This is similar to the Markov Random 
Field generated by the two-dimensional Ising model for phase transitions and spin-flips. 
For two-dimensions and multiple levels, the field becomes decidedly Heisenburg-like in 
nature. The mathematics associated with the simpler Ising model in two-dimensions is 
formidable, indeed. For the Heisenburg field, the correlation functions upon which the 
intensity distribution is based are completely unknown. The Ising model seems to be the 
most correct route in treating two-dimensional surfaces, and the analogs are clear from 
the work of Lent/ Cohen, however, analytical solutions for a geometrical distribution of 
steps on a surface have not been yet calculated exactly for the diffracted intensity. 
One of the principle deviations and/or complications associated with the study of the 
diffraction pattern from perfect crystalline surfaces involves the inclusion of 
inhomogeneities on the surface itself. Such inhomogeneities, including differing 
materials occupying perfect lattice sites, would be more applicable, theoretically, to the 
study of growth on a pure crystalline substrate. If we treat the situation at a very basic 
level, we ignore inhomogeneous situations where the new material occupies off-lattice 
spots. This simplifies the treatment considerably, and allows the use of the simple-
kinematic approximation with a broad range of applicability. For a differing material to 
occupy the lattice sites of the substrate material, implies either displacement of the 
substrate itself, or merely a pilling up of the new material directly above the 
corresponding atoms of the substrate. In any event, inhomogeneities are described by 
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local variations of the scattering amplitude. If one recalls the intensity derived for 
scattering from a homogeneous surface with atoms at perfect lattice sites, then the 
intensity can be written as: 6 
l(K, K) = L(J(n + m)f*(m)eidKJ_ [h(ii+m) -h(m)J)e1ak ii (22), 
n 
where again, f(n) is the scattering amplitude, the brackets denote averaging with respect 
to m, and the entire formula assumes all atoms lie on perfect lattice sites. If the surface 
roughness and the inhomogeneities are not correlated, then we can rewrite the scattering 
amplitudes in a form given by: 6 
What we have then is a split into two terms, with the first containing the effects on the 
spot profile due to the inhomogeneities and the second giving the surface roughness, such 
as steps or structures which are not treated any different than that expressed earlier in this 
work for homogeneous surfaces. Wollschlager, Falta, and Henzler then derive an 
expression for the first term after some mathematical manipulation involving the pair-
correlation functions, producing finally an expression for the intensity of the scattered 
electrons:6 
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where G(.K) is the lattice factor of a rough, perfect substrate given by: 
where <I> srep (K 1-, Kil) = f _ _ , is a scaled, diffuse profile representing the 
I diff (K J_' Kil )dKll 
I diff ( K J_ ' Kil ) 
BZ 
shoulder. Also, (/) denotes the average scattering amplitude, ,Mis the difference in 
amplitudes scattered from the two types of scatterers, /1/ = f A - f 8 , and 0 A and 0 8 
represent the coverage of scatterers of the two types considered. Notice that the equation 
is derived for a perfect substrate and a single type of added inhomogeneity. From this 
equation, one can see that, as a result of the inhomogeneities, the intensity has an added 
broadening at each spot position. This broadening is dependent only upon the two types 
of scatterers, thus unlike the broadening caused by steps, has no dependence upon K 1- • 
All of this is shown schematically in figure 9 below. 
At this point, it becomes necessary rather than talk of the effect of particular structures 
influencing the diffraction pattern, with the diffraction as the emphasis, to shift focus to 
the particulars of the crystal growth on the surface itself. The importance of crystalline 
growth on the surface cannot be overstated, particularly if the mechanics of this growth 
process can be controlled in the laboratory. Such control could produce thin films or 
structures created with crystalline perfection, leading the way to new electronic devices 
or improving existing technology. The principle limit of highest scientific and technical 
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Actual surface types, and the associated spot profiles at both the in and out-of-phase 
conditions. The half-width of the broadenings are approximately related inversely to the 
associated length scales on the surface, the terrace length and the average domain size of 
the inhomogeneities. 
importance is that of the atomic monolayer, as it provides the basis upon which further 
growth consists, as well as being the ultimate limit to physically modifying a test film to 
predesigned characteristics. Such control allows one the precision to design the interface 
of two materials, or the fabrication of custom materials with specific electronic 
properties. 
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Of the many aspects of growth which must be taken into account to produce a 
consistent description of the process, the most important include the balance between 
arrival properties and desorption properties, as well as the mechanics of atom migration 
on the surface. For the arriving atoms, important aspects include arrival rate, sticking 
coefficient, and desorption rate, depending on substrate, coverage, temperature, and 
defects.4 The atomic formation depends upon kinematics of the individual atoms, a 
thermodynamic process in itself, with important parameters such as temperature and 
deposition rate. The kinematic aspects of surface formation are also highly dependent 
upon adatom diffusion on the surface, after sticking, again a thermodynamic process. All 
of these highly coupled processes happen simultaneously on a growing surface, a careful 
balance between the arriving gas-phase material and the crystalline growth in nature. 
To begin the process of understanding the surface morphology, as well as eventually 
control it, one must utilize the new technology that has recently arisen. Modem 
instruments allow us to resolve structure at the nanometer regime, whereas, theory at 
present in condensed matter is beginning to be capable of examining structures of up to 
hundreds of angstroms. Figure 10 below demonstrates the available instrumentation for 
probing the surface, and the applicable ranges at which they can resolve lateral and 
vertical dimensions. 
As can be seen, the available instruments each have their own uses as well as their 
overlap, so results from one method can be verified with application of another. The 
varying methods also have strengths and weaknesses themselves. For instance, STM 
imagery provides direct, realizable views of a small region, demonstrating structure, 
however the region size is small and therefore prohibitive of determining the long-range 
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quantitative structure of the crystal. Diffraction, on the other hand, provides information 
only on the average, relatively long-range order of the crystalline surface. It provides no 
information of any particular surface structure or defect, and operates basically at the 
other end of the information spectrum as indicated in the figure below. In the present 
work only low-energy electron diffraction is investigated. Diffraction gives quantitative 
evaluation of regions on the order of a billion times the size scanable on tunneling 
microscopes, however, it should be noted that these two extreme methods are highly 
complementary in nature. Strong surface science necessitates the qualitative aspects of 
microscopy and the quantitative methods of diffraction to be used in parallel. 
In analyzing the growth of structure on the surface of a crystal, a good general 
methodology for understanding the gross basics of the surface morphology is the study of 
the intensity of the diffracted specular beam as it varies with coverage. To observe this, it 
is not necessary to employ high-resolution diffraction techniques, as interpretation of the 
shape of the profile is unnecessary. Since for a perfectly growing film, a half-monolayer 
of coverage corresponds to a cancellation of the specular, or main peak intensity, 
observation of the surface produces an oscillation periodic in layer-by-layer growth. This 
is exemplified in figure 11 below.4 This exemplifies true homoepitaxy. 
It becomes possible to give a sort of rudimentary classification scheme to the forms of 
growth on a crystal as material is deposited. Consider, for instance, slow arrival rate 
combined with high surface mobility. In such a case, and assuming the initial state to 
have a step density, arriving atoms diffuse across flat terraces to add to the step 
boundaries. This is classified as step-propagation and fails to change the general texture 
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The applicable ranges for which the various modem experimental techniques 
are used the study of the physics of surfaces. The techniques of microscopy give 
good qualitative knowledge of the surface arrangement, while diffraction gives 
strong quantitative determination of average surface properties. The bottom portion of 
the figure demonstrates the complementary nature of the two techniques. 
of the surface.4 The diffraction pattern is only marginally altered during the growth 
process. If one, say, increases either the incoming flux rate, or decreases the temperature 
of the sample, the arriving atoms either fail to overcome the periodic potential well 
inherent to the surface, or atomic collisions on the surface decrease the diffusion rate on 
the flat, plateaus. The result, in either case, is the creation of nucleation sites instead of 
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growth along step boundaries. In this growth mode, the surface exhibits a periodic 
oscillation as monolayers are grown, and layers fill in. We still have enough surface 
energy for atoms to diffuse across step boundaries, therefore layers tend to fill in. At 
even lower temperatures, this level crossing becomes prohibitive due to the potential 
increase exemplified at the step boundaries. The result is that levels fail to fill, and the 
surface exhibits a continual increase in roughness, with a Poisson distribution over all 
levels.4 The intensity will decrease for all phases except in-phase with an exponential 
nature. The distribution of levels can be determined from qualitative analysis of the 
intensity at many phases. This is all demonstrated in figure 12 below. Because we are 
examining surfaces in which no defects are present, i.e., incoming atoms all line up 
perfectly with the periodicity of the lattice, the oscillations for each decrease only for 
phases out-of-phase relative to the perfectly constructive, in-phase interference condition. 
The in-phase intensity is a constant in the kinematic approximation, for coverage. 
All of this is altered dramatically if the inclusion of defects on the surface is 
considered. Even at high temperatures, these defects, such as dislocations or interstitials, 
may provide preferential sites for the nucleation of material. If material, during 
deposition, is attracted preferentially to a defect site, a pyramid is formed with well-
defined facets. This continues until a facet develops with low surface energy. At lower 
temperatures, the higher the facet angle since thermal diffusion makes the energetic 
differences of various orientations less prominent than at higher temperatures. Facets are 
found in the diffraction pattern as extra spots with a scattering vector k depending on 
beam energy. Other possibilities for growth for films exist with defects in the substrate, 
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Oscillation of the peak intensity observed with the out-of-phase condition 
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destructive interference of the scattered electrons. 
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including preferred nucleation and disordered growth. Preferred nucleation results in 
imperfect layers, as the film never closes. The atoms may, though, line up along perfect 
lattice sites. Disordered growth occurs at sufficiently low temperatures that the atoms fail 
completely to line up with the underlying lattice. This can continue to increase with 
deposition, resulting in the failure of epitaxial order resulting in the decrease of intensity 
for both in-phase and out-of-phase conditions. 
One more consideration must be presented when examining epitaxial growth, namely 
heteroepitaxy. Heteroepitaxy introduces a wide range of variability, and is the focus of a 
great deal of current study, including the focus of this work itself. For heteroepitaxy, two 
parameters of the growing film become increasingly important, surface energy and lattice 
constant. Since we have two separate materials, these can vary from the substrate values. 
For near-equilibrium phenomena, three preferential growth modes can exist. For large 
surface energy, the formation of 3-D islands may be favored. For low surface energy, 
preferentially flat films may develop, with layer-by-layer growth the norm. The 
intermediate mode corresponds to a combination of the two. This is all diagramed 
schematically in figure 13 below. Because of the variety of the processes that can occur 
in heteroepitaxial growth, along with the fact that most epitaxy is a far-from-equilibrium 
process, allows the possibility of a great many metastable states to exist for the surface 
morphology. These will be the focus of the later chapters of this work. 
Of increasing interest in the study of growing film morphology for ultra-thin films is 
the inclusion of the quantum size effect into the traditional methods of investigation such 
as stress/strain, random diffusion, and nucleation. There exists increasing amounts of 
a) island mode 
(Volmer-Weber) 
b) layer plus island mode 
(Stranski-Krastanov) 
c) ~yer mode 
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(Frank-van der Merwe) 
Figure 13: 
Diagrammatic representation of the possibly growth modes for heteroepitaxy 
assuming near-equilibrium phenomena. The observed growth modes preclude more 
exotic variants associated with far-from-equilibrium phenomena. 
evidence that the QSE is a major contributor to the structure of a growing film, being 
responsible for explaining the difference between, say, flat growing films or wetting 
layers, as opposed to rough growing films. The QSE results as an electronic effect 
determined from the interplay of electrons, located in the growing layer between the 
vacuum and the metal-semiconductor interface, and the inherent surface energy of the 
growing film. This interplay, for particular systems of interest, provides regions of 
stability in the growing film, producing the probability of preferential structures or 
thickness to the film. Indeed, this very investigation itself provides experimental 
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evidence of structure dependent stability in the growing film. This growing body of 
experimental work, including the work of many others, demonstrates that itinerant 
electrons play perhaps the predominant role in determining the morphology of the 
surface. 
The three principle ingredients in a simple working model of electronic growth effects 
on a growing surface, indeed the same proposed by Zang, Niu, and Shih, include electron 
quantum confinement, charge spilling, and interface-induced Friedel oscillations. 32 The 
three effects by themselves, are interesting in their own right, however, when combined 
together, they result, for certain systems, in stable structure in the growing film. They are 
inherently competing processes, thus structures formed in their combination are 
inherently metastable structures. Electron confinement, by itself, creates an effective 
repulsion between a metal overlayer and a semi-conductor substrate, creating stable 
overlayers with low surface energy. Electron transfer, on the other hand, leads to an 
attractive force between overlayer and substrate, in effect destabilizing the film. Finally, 
interface-induced Friedel oscillations arise in a thin film and cause an oscillatory 
dependence to the free surface energy of the growing film. When combined together, the 
three competing processes result in films where flat, perfect growth is either critically, 
magically, marginally, or unstable against roughening. 32 The result of application of the 
three ingredients is system dependent. 
To illustrate how the stability of the film is arrived, one considers the total energy of a 
growing flat film of thickness, L. E, (L) also plays the role of the Helmholtz free energy 
at low temperatures. 32 If the compressibility of the film, given by a 2 E, ( L½z,2 , is 
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positive, 0, then the film is stable; there is no regionally attractive position of lesser 
free energy. The flat film becomes the most stable configuration and roughness becomes 
prohibitive. On the other hand, if 
112 
E, (L}{L2 < 0, we have not achieved the local 
minimum in free surface energy, and the system will adopt a mixed state of differing 
levels as the most energetically favorable state. Critical thickness results if the film is 
stable for L Le but unstable for L<Lc, or vica-versa. This is the result if a perfectly flat 
film roughens, spontaneously, as deposition continues, or alternately, smoothes out at a 
particular coverage. Magic thicknesses result at a particular coverage if the film is 
unstable on both sides of the "magic" coverage. It should be noted, that this is a 
simplistic, and rather qualitative exposition into the QSE, but fits nicely with simple 
kinematic theory. The individual contributions from the three competing forms of 
surface energetics can be taken into account separably and then put together to form the 
total energy, Er ( L) . Of particular importance to later evaluation in this particular work is 
the effect of this upon the Pb/Si film growth with Pb overlayers. For this system, strong 
Friedel oscillations produce minima in the free energy for increments of 2 ML, producing 
stable films at several height increments. This will be discussed further later in this 
investigation, with stronger focus on experimental results. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Of the various methods used in the characterization and analysis of the physics of 
surfaces and surface growth morphology, clearly the most extensively utilized is low-
energy electron diffraction. Early on in the history of its applications, LEED was of 
limited applicability, mostly due to the low level of resolution that was achievable. As 
the technology advanced, the potential of the device has grown such that quantitative 
determination of a wide range of phenomena can be achieved. 
The first independent study that tried to give a quantifiable account of the defect 
structure inherent in the surface was conducted by Park. 10 By studying the angular 
profiles of the diffracted beam, Park was able to characterize a sputter-etched surface and 
give an account of the experimentally observed broadening of the (00) beam. He was the 
one initially responsible for the introduction of the instrument response function inherent 
in any physical diffraction device. 
Later, detailed studies were conducted that measured the observed step densities of the 
crystalline substrate. Henzler conducted early measurements with LEED to determine 
the step characteristics of cleaved Ge(l 11) surfaces such as step height and terrace 
widths. His results indicated that the surface was not reconstructed but had the spacing 
characteristics of the bulk material. 11 Later studies, for instance, that due to Chabel et. al. 
demonstrated that this is not always the case as studies of annealed Si(l 11) structures 
revealed deviations from the bulk structure. 12 The particular conclusions drawn by the 
authors for the smaller observed spacing, was that the surface terraces had a small tilt 
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relative to the plane of the bulk crystal. This tilting of the observed terraces was also 
observed by Henzler. 13 
In 1970, Henzler, investigation random step arrays on Ga As( 110) determined that the 
oscillatory dependence of the FWHM of the (00) beam upon energy was related directly 
to the step height of the terraces upon the surface. 14 In this study, the step heights were of 
the same spacing as the bulk material, or 2.0 Angstroms for GaAs(l 10). Although at this 
time he did no quantitative evaluations of the terrace size distributions or terrace widths, 
in later studies on oxidized Si(ll 1), he used the simple kinematic model presented above 
in this investigation to define these particular quantities. 
In 1979, Welkie and Lagally conducted studies of sputter-etched GaAs(l 10) surfaces 
with annealing. The sputter-etching process apparently, as concluded from this study, 
damages the surface from the ion-bombardment. This damage cannot completely be 
removed by subsequent annealing of the surface. It was also discovered, that for this 
system, the step distribution of the surface cannot be completely destroyed by the 
annealing process, as some steps always remain. Also contended was the idea that a 
known concentration of defects can be created by the sputter-etching procedure and 
subsequent annealing. 15 
Wang, Lu, and Lagally, in 1981, studied overlayer island structure, created with 
chemisorbed overlayer W(l 10)p(2xl)-O at low oxygen coverage. 16 They examined the 
superlattice angular profiles as functions of both temperature and coverage. From 
calculations of the island size distributions determined from analysis of the profiles, they 
determined that surface defects, such as terrace edges, serve as barriers to the diffusion of 
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adatoms. In essence, a particular growth mode was established, in which each terrace 
serves as its own isolated thermodynamic system.9 
In the early 1980's, the emphasis upon many studies became focused upon using 
LEED to investigate epitaxially grown films. One of the first studies to conduct analysis 
of there-to-fore extremely difficult to quantify defect structures, such as domain-plane tilt 
was due to Welkie et. al. with Ag(l 11) grown on a mica substrate. 17 The mosaic 
structure that was seen broadened the diffracted beams, and an average out-of-phase tilt 
of 0.25 degrees was determined. Overlayer growth modes were also studied by Hahn et. 
al., with a study of W on W(l 10). 18 At the time, homoepitaxial systems of this sort were 
assumed to follow layer-by-layer growth modes, or Frank-van der Merwe growth.9 What 
they discovered, however, was that the particular growth mode that was observed is 
highly temperature dependent. In fact, below T = 430 K, ordered ring structures were 
observed in the diffraction pattern surrounding spots. These indicate that coherent 
interference exists between, proposed two-dimensional islands at equal or periodic 
displacement. Perhaps repulsion exists for defects if nucleation exists only at defect sites. 
For temperatures in the range 430K < T < 950K, the rings disappear in the [001] 
direction, implying anisotropy in the mobility of the W on W(l 10). Above the threshold 
temperature of 950K, the system presented step free, layer-by-layer growth. 
One of the first studies to be conducted of heterepitaxial growth upon the p( 1 x 1) 
surface structure was presented by Clearfield. 19 In this study, Sb was grown upon 
GaAs( 110) from zero to one monolayer. All in all, the exhibited growth modes, average 
island size, size distributions and effects of annealing were investigated, and finite size 
effects correlated to growth conditions. The mosaic structure and average domain size 
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were determined, as well as possible causes such as mosaic facet pinning due to slip-
plane dislocations on the substrate surface. 9 Furthermore, these defect structures are 
temperature dependent. 
In 1988, Henzler et. al. produced a study of Si on Si(l 11) with MBE in which unusual 
oscillations presented themselves.20 Normally, damped oscillations are observed with a 
maximum resulting after each monolayer, however this time, the first maximum was 
missing and, afterwards, the oscillations were nearly undamped. Since Si(l 11) was 
utilized, the surface consisted of domains primarily restructured in a mixture of 5x5 and 
7x7 superstructures. The missing maxima was determined to be due to preferential 
nucleation on top of the first nuclei, so the first level is only filled after deposition of 
several monolayers. Since the surface consists of many domain boundaries, nucleation is 
enhanced, so that near permanent oscillations present themselves.3 
As the number of studies increased and LEED became the most important tool for 
surface characterization, the mainstay of surface morphology, both for stationary systems 
as well as structure growth became well known for a wide range of systems. In 1989, the 
first observations that perhaps not all surface structures that are possible had been 
observed and detailed became apparent when Hinch et. al. observed the first structure 
related quantum size effect.21 The system of interest was the growth of Pb on Cu(l 11) 
with observations made with He scattering. Emergent structure became evident that 
could not be explained by simple morphology or stress related effects, and the only 
explanation seems to be electronic effects due to minimization of the surface energy due 
to electrons confined to the growing film. This was the first discovery of self-organized 
growth, in atomically thin films. 
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Because of the great number of studies done on the characterization of systems with 
LEED, only a small cross-section of the available studies can be presented. In 1992, 
Weitering, Heslinga, and Hibma conducted a study of the morphology of epitaxial Pb 
layers on Si(l 11).22 In their particular study, both RHEED and LEED were used to 
characterize the surfaces. Pb was grown, first monolayer-by-monolayer, and later for 
thick overlayers on both the 7x7 and superstructures of Si(l 11). It was 
determined that the growth conditions for Pb on the various phases of Si superstructure, 
varied considerably, with initial Pb growth following a geometrical filling of the 
underlying superstructure. Using geometrical argument, they determined that the 7x7 as 
well as the interface structures remained intact under the growing metallic 
overlayer. This was determined from an analysis of the twist angles of the Pb overlayers. 
Evans et. al., in a study of the nucleation and growth as a function of temperature, 
demonstrated that the traditional models associated with nucleation and growth were 
insufficient for explaining long-lived diffraction intensity oscillations in low-T epitaxial 
growth on fee( 100) substrates. They introduced the concept of "downward funneling", 
in which atoms arriving at a surface which is atomically rough, move downward to lower 
lying adsorption sites, in effect, smoothing the surface. At the temperature present in the 
study, transient diffusion, or diffusion without thermal activation, was not necessary to 
account for the downward funneling mechanism. 
Another study in which low-temperature effects are discussed was conducted in 1995 
by Jalochowski et. al., in which ultra-thin films of Pb on Si(l 11)-(6x6)Au were 
examined24 . At very-low temperatures, thermally activated diffusion is again suppressed, 
necessitating another mechanism responsible for the layer-by-layer growth mode 
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demonstrated, on Si(l 1 l)-(6x6)Au, even early on, for a critical thickness of Pb. In this 
particular study, RHEED was used to examine oscillations, recorded during deposition at 
various temperatures. Furthermore, the resistivity of the film was measured as a function 
of growth. What was observed, was that as temperature decreases, the clarity of the 
oscillations increases, down to 11 degrees K where the best oscillations were observed. 
To explain the effects, the theory of QSE was used in conjunction with the resistivity 
measurements, and transient mobility as invoked as a short-range method by which 
adatoms can reorganize in the absence of temperature related diffusion. 
In 1999, Gaviolo and Tringides et. al. conducted a study of the growth and transport 
properties of Ag film growth on Si( 111) substrate25 . The measurements of choice 
consisted of scanning tunneling microscopy and in situ resistivity measurements. For 
low coverage, rather than adopting the usual stress-related growth modes of either 
Volmer-Weber or Stranski-Krastanov, the film was observed to form isolated islands 
with flat tops and a preferred step height. The film was observed to increase its lateral 
extent without changing height as deposition occurred as demonstrated convincingly in 
the resistivity measurements as a function of coverage. This is indicative of growth 
modes affected by the electronic effects of the film confined electrons, a QSE completely 
different than stress-related or diffusion-nucleation effects. 
This same tendency of thin-films to crystallize into critically thick structures, 
metastable in temperature was observed for a similar system by Huang, Chey, and 
Weaver in 1998. 26 In this investigation, scanning tunneling microscopy was used to 
investigate the recrystallization of Ag on Si(l l 1)-(7x7) at 50 K, too low for diffusion to 
play a dominant role. They describe the resulting structures as metastable, with pin-hole 
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defects arising until the surface closes at 6 ML. The film is described as being stabilized 
by electronic effects resulting from QSE theory. This 6 ML observed height was 
observed after subsequent annealing to 300 K, with a redistribution and recrystallization 
responsible for producing the flat-defect free layer above 6 ML. The planar structure was 
not seen when growth was conducted at 300 K, itself, only upon redistribution. 
Microscopy is not the only regime in which QSE has been observed. A study 
conducted by Crottini et. al. in 1997 used He atom scattering to study the heteroepitaxial 
growth of Pb on Ge(00l) surface, with low temperatures used during deposition of 130 
degrees K. 27 As growth proceeded, the Pb structure transformed from the disordered 
(4xl)-Pb/Ge(001) structure to the ordered, hexagonal Pb(l 11) structure. At this point, it 
was observed from the specular peak profiles that the step height of the growing mono-
atomic terraces oscillates with film thickness. The variation dampens out as deposition 
approaches a dozen monolayers, but was initially as large as ± 15 % of the value of the 
bulk Pb( 111) interlayer spacing. This oscillation is attributed to QSE and a comparison 
was made between the total film thickness and 1/2AF, the Fermi wavelength of the 
electron gas confined to the film. 
Another study in which the effects of QSE on surface morphology is directly 
contended was conducted by Schmiker et. al.. The low-temperature growth of Pb on 
Si(7x7) was examined in three separate locals by X-ray, electron, and He-atom 
diffraction, for 100 degrees K. 28 In the experiment, the expected variation due to QSE 
was observed for He and electron scattering, but not for X-ray diffraction. This was 
explained speculatively by examining the nature of the QSE. QSE enters the problem as 
a thickness-dependent energy of formation for thin metal overlayers. Because we have 
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very low temperatures, the only mobility dependent processes that are affected by 
thickness dependent variations are transient mobility processes. The group proceeded 
with kinetic Monte-Carlo simulations, which demonstrated that transient mobility affects 
the step density, but has little impact on the distribution over layers. This speculatively 
explains why experimental evidence was seen for two diffraction experiments, but not for 
the X-ray diffraction, which depends apparently on the partial occupancy of successive 
layers. 
As can be seen, this distribution of selected works on examinations of the surface 
morphology only hints at the range of studies that have been conducted. Emphasis was 
placed, in the beginning, on a good comprehensive as well as chronological foray into the 
beginning of the use of LEED as a surface science tool. Later, emphasis was placed upon 
studies conducted with particular systems such as Pb on Si( 111 ), or the preliminary 
experimental investigations associated with the QSE as applied to surface morphology, 
since these systems are considered in the experiment portion of this work itself. Of 
significant importance, however, is the remaining fact that this brief exposition represents 
but the "tip of the iceberg" when viewed in the whole range of studies conducted on 
surface morphology. 
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UNIFORM, SELF-ORGANIZED, SEVEN STEP HEIGHT 
PB/SI(lll)-(7X7) ISLANDS AT LOW TEMPERATURES 
In the study of epitaxial growth, one of the principle motivations of surface physics is 
the search for, and characterization of novel or unusual phenomena. When initially 
encountered, unusual properties provide strong impetus towards further characterization. 
The reasoning behind this motivation, lies in the fact that strikingly unfamiliar or non-
normative phenomena provide particularly unique insight into the physical nature of what 
is transpiring during the epitaxial growth. By understanding atypical phenomena, one 
makes large strides toward a complete understanding of the science behind the systems. 
As has been discussed prior, many studies have been conducted in which unusual 
growth modes have been identified on several epitaxial systems. In particular, these 
growth modes have demonstrated a high degree of self-organization. The prevailing 
belief was that this self-organization was based upon quantum-scale phenomena 
manifesting itself in the exceptionally thin growing film. One of the premier studies that 
demonstrated QSE was presented by Tringides et. al. for growth of Ag on Si( 111 ), and 
discussed prior.25 Because of the similarity in the growth modes, another system of 
interest which also readily demonstrates self-organization is that of Pb on Si(l 11). This 
then becomes a prototypical situation, because of the energetics of the interface, for 
determining surface morphology for epitaxial growth, particularly since early studies 
revealed some incongruities that were only speculatively explained.28 This study, 
conducted by Schmiker et. al. and discussed earlier, as well as others on this system all 
fail to clearly delineate the structures formed during growth. 24•28 In particular, though 
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regular oscillations of bilayer period have been observed for temperatures as low as 90 
degrees Kelvin and for coverages exceeding 6 ML, no characterization of the actual 
structures step distribution, terrace sizes, etc. have been conducted for low temperatures, 
the temperature at which the QSE becomes particularly important due to a lack of thermal 
surface mobility. Merely the amount of material needed to achieve certain surface 
conditions, but not the morphological details themselves are introduced. It should also be 
noted, particularly for RHEED, that the interpretation of the intensity oscillations remains 
an open ended question. 
In this investigation, particularly early on in terms of characterizing the project, 
studies were conducted of the growth of Pb/Si( 111) as a function of coverage at 185 
degrees Kelvin, well within the regime for which regular oscillations were observed. 
Since this early portion of the investigation concerns itself with the discovery of highly 
unusual self-organized growth on this system, and not a detailed investigation of the 
kinetic pathways responsible for this growth (which will be taken up in the later section), 
we will discuss only the preliminary investigation responsible for the first publication.29 
The growth was examined with the experimental set-up of spot-profile analysis, high 
resolution low-energy electron diffraction, or SPA-LEED. The experimental set up was 
in existence long before this author was brought onto the scene, and will be discussed in 
further sections. 
All the experiments conducted with electron diffraction have had the same 
experimental set-up for the SPA-LEED. The experimental set-up was established some 
years ago, thus, except for extensive modification by this author and members of the 
current group, the set-up cannot be attributed to this work. The experiment was 
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conducted in UHV, with base pressure achieved of 2xl0- 11 Torr. The pumping system 
consisted of basic mechanical and turbo pumps, an ion pump controlled by a DIGITEL 
1500 Controller, and a titanium-sublimator controlled by a Ultek combination Boostivac 
system. All experiments were conducted with a completely outgased sample and 
apparatus, including essential filaments. Upon pumping down, leaks are detected by a 
UTI system installed which can be attached to a mass-spectrometer to detect the He-peak. 
He spray on the outer surface of the vacuum cell registers as a strong He-spike if a minor 
leaks present themselves. 
The mechanical setup for the crystal sample can be described as follows. The crystal 
holder consisted of a copper block connected to the physical manipulator, which allows 
5-degrees of motion for the crystal; linear motion in the xyz-direction, rotation around 
the z-axis, and rotation around the y-axis. The actual crystal holder itself consisted of a 
Wehnelt-cylinder shielding the crystal from filament residue, and a Mo-block by which 
the crystal is attached by two Ta-clips. Ta foil covers the whole front face, with a 
window for the crystal, providing a flat, final surface for the SPA-LEED. The principle 
temperature measurement of the sample is accomplished by a W3%Re/W25%Re-
thermocouple, sitting almost directly upon the edge of the crystal itself. 
The crystal sample itself is cut from a piece of Si(l 11)-wafer, ending at approximately 
3/8"x3/8", cut from a 40 mil wafer. The author of this work was responsible on two 
separate occasions, for completely cracking open the system and changing the sample. 
Crystal heating is accomplished either by direct radiation from a tungsten-pancake 
filament located directly behind the sample, or by electron-bombardment accomplished 
by a high-voltage system, with crystal included, responsible for the daily process of 
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flashing the crystal to melt and evaporate impurities prior to experimentation. The daily 
preparation and maintenance of the experimental set-up was one of the main tasks of this 
author. 
The cooling of the crystal for experimentation is accomplished by conductive cooling 
from a liquid-nitrogen duwar connected to the sample holder copper block by three Cu 
braids. Knut Budde and the current author were responsible for the redesign of the braid 
attachment to allow for temperatures of T = 130K to be achievable. Prior to this, the 
coldest possible temperatures were on the order of 180K. The redesign allowed better 
thermal contact and utilized three Cu-braids instead of the original one. 
The Pb epitaxial set-up consisted of a Pb-MBE design on a 4" flange consisting of a 
graphite-crucible heated by a W-filament wrapped in a slot around the crucible. The 
entire sits in a stainless steel cylinder, water-cooled, with an installed shutter in front of 
the crucible aperture. Again, the current author, along with Knut Budde, redesigned the 
graphite crucible and aperture to eliminate Pb buildup at the source, and allow higher flux 
rates for the deposition of Pb. The calibration of the Pb source was accomplished by a 
quartz-crystal monitor located by the Si sample. The monitor consists of a quartz crystal 
attached to a frequency counter. Deposited Pb on the quartz alters the resonance 
frequency incrementally, allowing accurate measurements of deposited Pb. Calibration 
of the quartz-crystal system was accomplished by Auger-spectroscopy measurements 
made during deposition. Read from clean Si, the Auger spectroscopy determines a single 
monolayer of Pb coverage corresponding to the rise of the Pb peak in the power-spectrum 
measurement, after completion of a layer. From this, a change of approximately 80 Hz 
on the quartz crystal corresponds to the completion of a single layer of coverage. The 
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author of this work was responsible for the installation of a quartz crystal when the new 
MBE crucible was installed, after cracking open the system. 
The SPA-LEED itself consisted of a complex apparatus of lenses, electron gun, and a 
Galileo 4028 HC/EIC/SL channeltron mounted on the outside of the electron gun. The 
current author was responsible also for the installation of the rather fragile channeltron in 
the current system. The electron gun used a Lab6-Filament and the entire SPA-LEED 
apparatus is extremely sensitive to pressure and temperature. Typical operation required 
knowledge of the various lenses and crystal position to achieve the clearest image, and 
highest scattered intensities. The channeltron was only rarely used at count rates higher 
than 106 cps. The relationship between the energy of the beam and the phase of the 
scattered intensity follows the relationship: 
E = nhr2 _l_s2 = 37.63-1-s2 
2m d 2 d 2 
(26), 
where dis the step height, sis the phase, and Eis the energy. The experimental set-up, 
leaving out some crucial components such as the Auger device, is roughly given in the 
following diagram, figure 14. The apparatus is detailed as described above. 
In this investigation, with the advent of high resolution LEED, characterized by SPA-
LEED, one becomes readily able to quantitatively examine the diffracted intensity and 
deduce the lateral and normal length distributions to a precision either very difficult or 
impossible with the older low-resolution apparatus. As discussed earlier in the theory 
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Diagrammatical depiction of the SPA-LEED apparatus, ignoring certain key aspects of 
the rest of the experiment such as the addition of the Auger spectrometer, mass 
spectrometer, and MBE source is detailed above. 
section, the distribution of diffracted intensity as a function of ku and kz momentum 
transfer components is a reciprocal space mapping of the pair-correlation function of the 
real-space array of scatterers, used to determine these surface distributions. What was 
discovered was that seven-fold oscillations of the narrow component of I (ku, kz) vs. kz , 
were present, corresponding to Pb islands with seven times the single step height. Since 
the period of oscillations over the range of kz corresponding to a phase difference of 2n 
between adjacent levels is inversely proportional to the step height, seven-fold 
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oscillations corresponds to seven times the single step height, d = 2.86 angstroms, 
expected for the Pb spacing. This is diagramed schematically in figure 15. 
Furthermore, after examination of the profiles of the diffracted intensity themselves, it 
was determined that the islands were formed with flat tops, and essentially straight sides. 
This was highly unusual, particularly since it was unnecessary to anneal the surface, as 
the formation of such complex structures, at low T, is much more difficult to attain than 
the simpler 2-step islands seen for Ag on Si(l 11). QSE seems the only potential 
candidate for this strange growth mode, as the temperature was sufficiently low to 
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Figure 15: 
Schematic diagram of the characteristic intensity profiles vs. coverage and phase 
for three particular growth morphologies. 
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dismiss thermally activated diffusion as a prime driving force. Stress is also ruled out as 
the surface islands structure themselves with the same in-plane lattice constant as the 
bulk Pb(l 11), 3.5 angstroms. 
To understand how the individual profiles gives for the diffracted intensity are 
analyzed in SPA-LEED, one must look at the mathematical form of the diffracted 
intensity. Every physically realizable diffraction device necessarily has associated with it 
an instrumental response function, demonstrating the finite resolvability of the device. 
The measured intensity, even for the narrow in-phase condition is a convolution of the 
generalized, theoretical intensity representing the pair-correlations of the surface and the 
instrumental response function, causing the observed broadening even for the narrow in-
phase conditions. The intensity can be written in terms a narrow component, including 
the instrument response, and a broad component as: 
(27), 
where 8 (ku) is the narrow, instrumentally limited component, and L(ku) is a broad 
component. The information corresponding to the vertical distribution of scatterers is 
contained in the dependence of the two functions A(kz,8) and B(kz,8) on k2 , while the 
information on the surface lateral distribution of scatterers is contained in the dependence 
of the broad shoulder component L(k11 ) on ku when a value of kz corresponding to the 
out-of-phase condition is chosen. This is also characterized in the spot broadening seen 
in the analysis of a multi-level system produced by the matrix method, particularly useful 
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for two-level systems, as seen in equation 20 and the corresponding correlation functions 
seen in equation 21 . Because we are dealing with an inhomogeneous system, 
corresponding to the two types of scatterers, Pb or Si(l 11), we have the added 
complication of multiple scattering factors . A simplification can be made to eliminate 
this effect, to good physical approximation, by constructing the normalized profile 
components, in effect integrating over the Brillion zone, and factoring out the atomic 
scattering factor dependence from our two functions A(kz,0) and B(kz,0). This is 
accomplished as: 
(28) 
Notice also that this normalization process involves an integration over two-dimensions, 
in contrast to the one-dimensional theoretical treatment developed in the theory section of 
this text. Although a two-dimensional treatment brings up the problems associated with 
the unknown correlation functions of the Heisenburg-like simple kinematical model, it is 
more applicable experimentally since one is dealing with a two-dimensional physical 
system. The complete two-dimensional analytical treatment may be incomplete, but the 
deviation seems minor, as the treatment still gives a highly viable account of the 
experimental data. 
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To obtain the step height, d, one examines the oscillatory dependence of A(kz ,0) on 
kz, as one expects constructive interference between subsequent levels corresponding to 
maxima in P1 for changes in k2 of 2%,. It has been demonstrated for measurements of 
the specular beam intensity (00) that the fraction of intensity distributed over the narrow 
component is simply the one-dimensional summation over the exposed level occupation, 
8 .30,31 n• 
n=N 2 
P1 (k z) = re,/ik,nd) (29), 
n=I 
so by expressing p1 (k z) in terms of its differing Fourier components, the unknown level 
coverages, en, can be obtained. If, for instance, growth occurs only for level systems 
involving multiples of the single step height, d1 = ld, then, given flat tops and steep 
sides, eliminating single steps, one would expect to see a single periodicity, 21/zd , in p1 
vs. k2 • If observed, only two levels are essentially exposed. This was observed in the 
curves of p1 (kz) vs. k2 , essentially demonstrating a single Fourier component, and 
remains the principle indicator of the seven-step height interpretation. 
If one examines typical profiles taken at T=180 degrees Kelvin for the specular beam 
(00), one can see the characteristic difference inherent between the in-phase and out-of-
phase positions. Figure 16 demonstrates such profiles, and characteristic fits for 0 = 3.8 
ML, demonstrating a peak intensity for the in-phase condition larger by 1.5 orders of 
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magnitude relative to the out-of-phase condition. The phase of the two profiles, given by 
s = ¼n/d), is 3.86 and 3.93 respectively, for in-phase and out-of-phase. Notice that 
the fits do not resemble any simple curve shape, but rather a superposition of simple 
curves. To get an idea of how the model was determined, one can break down the 
individual fits for the two profiles. Notice that at the in-phase condition, the narrow 
component dominates, convoluted with the instrument response function. The narrow 
component was fit with a Lorentzian curve of form (Lorentzian)312 , as a basic Lorentzian 
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Typical profiles and fits, representing the in-phase and out-of-phase 
conditions. The in-phase condition demonstrates a strong narrow component, while 
the out-of-phase demonstrates a Henzler-ring type structure in the broad component. 
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function diverges when integrated. The narrowest FWHM observed, ever, for our SPA-
LEED system corresponds to 0.28% of the Brillion zone, in effect representing an 
approximate value of the limits of out instrument. The out-of-phase profile was fit with 
the same central Lorentzian for the narrow component, but note that now the shoulder 
dominates. In both cases, the shoulder was fit to a Henzler-ring, in effect a pair of 
(Lorentzian)312 set symmetric about the (00). The shoulder demonstrates Henzler-ring 
characteristics, where the islands adopt a narrow size, and a preferred island distance 
distribution. The ring position corresponds to the inverse of the average island distance, 
L. This is a slight deviation from a single Lorentzian shoulder, characteristic of little 
preferential island separation, or possibly large island separations. Both a Henzler ring 
and a shoulder contain information about the terrace size distribution. In general, for the 
characteristic seven-step island height, the Henzler-ring dominates at the out-of-phase 
conditions. Notice also that the figure 16 shows a third, extra Lorentzian curve 
developing as an extremely broad, weak diffuse shoulder/background. Although it is 
seen represented in the fit of the figure, it is unaccounted for in the model. The reasoning 
is that this extraneous intensity accounts on average, for approximately 4-5 % of the total 
scattered intensity, and thus introduces only a minor error upon analysis if it ignored. 
The origin of this extraneous intensity is unknown, and may depend upon 
inhomogeneities, or perhaps lattice mis-match, but as of now is not accounted for. All-
in-all, the large deviation in observed profiles for the in-phase relative to the out-of-phase 
conditions over such a small variation in phase, s, determines explicitly the seven-step 
island height of the self-organized growth for Pb/Si(l 11), 180 degrees Kelvin. 
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If one examines the results for the normalized narrow component, p1 vs. k2 , for some 
typical coverages, one can see strong, seven-fold oscillations indicating the presence of 
predominantly seven-fold steps for coverages ranging from 2 to 7.5 monolayers. This is 
presented in figure 17, for the coverages of 2.5, 3.8, 7.5, and 10 ML, and again plotted 
with s = ¼n/d) ranging from 3 to 4.4. For coverages less than 0 = 2 ML, the Pb 
conforms to the underlying Si(l 11)-(7x7) superstructure, in layer-by-layer growth, 
forming a wetting layer. This eliminates strain caused by a mismatch in the lattice 
between the Pb and Si, resulting in the 7-step islands, after further deposition, to be 
somewhat stress-free, and orienting as Pb(l 11). The wetting layer coverage is 
determined from analysis of the Pb(lO) spots, which do not form in long-scan profiles, 
until this minimum coverage is achieved; as also examined in other studies.22 
At higher coverages, the film produces a modulation in p1 vs. s, as seen for 0 = 7.5 
ML. This modulation is seen to have the periodicity of single steps, indicating the 
presence of another Fourier term in our one-dimensional summation over exposed level 
coverage, equation 29. Apparently, single steps are resultant on the tops of the already 
formed seven-step height nanostructures. This occurs before the seventh layer perfectly 
closes. For even higher coverages, one sees no evidence for the presence of seven-fold 
steps, but rather a superposition of single and double steps, as indicated for the 0 = 10 
ML portion of the graph. 
One of the particularly intriguing aspects of this figure is that the narrow component, 
p1, recovers to the same maximum value in almost all oscillations for the 0 = 2.5, 3.8 ML 
coverage. This is clearly indicative of the absence of other Fourier components in the 
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10ML 
Intensity oscillations as functions of phase are presented, demonstrating 
7-fold periodicity. This corresponds to 7-step height island formation for coverages 
ranging from 2.5 to 7 .5 ML. Above this coverage, single and double-step 
periodicities develop. 
level occupation, and one has a particularly well-defined two-level system. One-
dimensional simulations for Pi (k z) vs. k2 , not conducted by this author, but by an 
independent member of the group confirms this for various coverages, reproducing the 
experimental observations very well. Schematically, the growth morphology 
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corresponding to the p1 vs. s curve for these particular coverages can be represented as 
seen in figure 18 below. As will be discussed later, after formation, the seven-step 
islands grow laterally until 7.5 ML, upon which time single steps become apparent on the 
tops of the structures. 
Further evidence can be seen in support of the steep, flat sides and flat tops of the self-
organized structures by examining the profile shape for various out-of-phase conditions 
as demonstrated in figure 19, below. All of these profiles were produced for 8 = 5 ML, 
and representative of the out-of-phase conditions of s = 3.5, 3.64, 3.78, and 3.93. It 
should be noted that similar results are found for other coverages. 
As can be seen, the profiles for the various out-of-phase conditions all have very 
similar shapes, as well as having nearly identical FWHM (2.6 % BZ on average). If, for 
instance, the island were indeed faceted, with single steps or a pyramidal-type structure, 
then the profiles for the out-of-phase condition would broaden for profiles closer to s = 
3.5, the out-of-phase condition for single steps. As can be seen in the figure, the s = 3.5 
and the s = 3.93 are virtually identical, even comparing the FWHM's. Thus we again 
have confirmation of steep sided, seven step nanostructures growing on the surface. 
Since we apparently have the case of a system with two exposed levels with a height 
given as de = 2 nm, a plot of the (00) intensity vs. 8 should follow the expected 
oscillatory dependence for layer-by-layer growth. As such, the intensity maxima should 
occur close to the completion of a closed layer, and a minima close to one half this 
coverage. This is demonstrated below in figure 20, in which one has a plot of the 2-d 
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Film morphology during growth is diagramed schematically in cross-section. steep 
islands form with nearly flat tops and steep sides, until height of 7 steps is achieved. The 
nearly two-level system changes to 3-D growth before the closure of the 20A layer. 
Theoretically, if the level coverage is truly comprised of two exposed coverages, and the 
sides are inherently steep, then the out-of-phase conditions for the profiles should all be 
the same, barring any preferential energies in which reflections of the specular beam 
produce higher intensities. 
integrated (00) intensity vs. 0 for two separate out-of-phase conditions for which we have 
the seven-step height predominance. As is seen, the intensity has a minimum at 
approximately 4 ML for both out-of-phase conditions. This is in accordance with a two 
level system, with 7d step height.The intensity reaches a maximum approximately at 8 
ML for s = 3.79, closer to the out-of-phase condition for single steps, whiles= 3.93 
10 
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Figure 19: 
Comparison of the various out-of-phase profiles for coverage of 5 ML. The FWHM's are 
all nearly identical, 2.6 % BZ, characterizing a surface with only two exposed levels. 
The similar shapes are all consistent with this determination. The intensity of the 
profiles have been scaled for visual comparison. 
has a higher intensity since this is closer to the in-phase condition for single steps, present 
in the p1 (kz) vs. k2 curve above 7.5 ML. One cannot, at this point, discern the exact 
position of the minima, as it depends inherently upon such variables as possible 
differences in the scattering factors between Pb(l 11) islands or Pb wetting layer, or upon 
the exact Pb amount need for the completion of the wetting layer. These problems have 
not been completely elucidated at the present time. 
As can be seen, one has at present a most unusual growth mode. How strange that 
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Figure 20: 
Dependence of the 2-d integrated intensity vs. deposited Pb coverage on 
Si(l 11)-(7x7) at T=185 degrees Kelvin. Two out-of-phase conditions are present 
s=3.93, and s=3.79. Note a minima occurs approximately for 4 ML, the coverage 
indicating a half-closed layer. A maximum at approximately 8 ML is not arrived due to 
the onset of 3-d growth upon the surface above 7 .5 ML. 
such rigidly uniform islands might form, after an initial wetting layer, at such low 
temperatures, and maintain that rigidity, until the onset of 3-D growth late in the 
deposition. How can one maintain, that this, indeed, is the growth mechanism 
responsible for the observed evidence from the specular (00) diffracted beam. Further 
evidence is required, and this is demonstrated in an examination of the off center 
diffracted spots, particularly the superstructure ( 1/7,0) and the Pb( 10) spot intensities. 
Figure 21 below demonstrates the intensity of these spots vs. deposited Pb layer 
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coverage. When first cleaned, and recrystallized, before the deposition of overlayer Pb, 
the surface of the Si(l 11) adopts the re-crystallization phase of (7x7) superstructure, and 
these intensities are all quite evident in the diffraction pattern. As deposition is 
commenced, the (7x7) spots remain quite prominent, particularly before the deposition of 
2 ML, Pb, as the Pb wetting layer adopts the symmetry of the (7x7) unit cell. This is also 
experimentally investigated by Weitering et. al., in which a model for the exact fit of low-
coverage Pb on Si(ll 1)-(7x7) was determined and tested.22 
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Figure 21: 
Intensity vs. coverage for the Pb(lO) and Si(l/7,0). Intensity develops according 
to the lateral growth of islands on the surface of the sample. Pb(lO) spots arrive after the 
completion of the wetting layer at 2.5 ML. Si( 1/7,0) spots disappear at the onset of 
3-D growth at 7.5 ML. 
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Below approximately 2 ML, no evidence in the diffracted intensity of the Pb( 10) spot can 
be seen, verifying that the deposited Pb refrain from adopting a Pb( 111) crystal 
symmetry. At approximately 2.5 ML deposited Pb, the first evidence of Pb(l 11) island 
formation is seen as some diffracted intensity is observed in a newly formed Pb(l0) spot 
of low intensity. At this initial coverage, the Si(7x7) superstructure spots begin to decline 
drastically, decreasing exponentially to zero, at approximately 7 .5 ML, the same 
coverage the (00) spot intensity reaches a maximum seen in figure 20. This is the point, 
in deposition, where one sees the onset of 3-D growth, with the added 1 and 2 step 
Fourier components arising in the curves of p1 (kz) vs. kz. The size of the Pb(l 11) 
islands is obtained from the FWHM of the Pb( 10) spots, and the island separation from 
the position of the maximum satellite intensity of the Henzler-ring symmetric about the 
(00) at the out-of-phase condition for the 7-step periodicity. The results of this analysis 
are presented in figure 22. As can be seen, the island size, determined from the 
reciprocal of the FWHM-Pb(l0), increases from 80-300 angstroms, while the island 
separation, from the inverse ring-radius, increases from 300-500 angstroms as the Pb 
coverage increases from 2.5-7 .5 ML coverage. The onset of the three-dimensional 
growth is further confirmed directly from examination of the specular profiles. Figure 23 
below, demonstrates the profile shape vs. coverage for a single phase, s = 3.50. The key 
point here is that the Henzler-ring structure becomes irresolvable as 8 approaches 7 .5 
ML, disappearing almost entirely at 8 = 6.3 ML. This convergence towards a shoulder 
structure is indicative of the onset of 3-D growth, which eliminates the preferred island 
separation due to the one and two-step growth intermediate on the island tops. As can be 
seen, the analysis of these diffracted intensities confirm the particular growth 
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morphology predicted and explained in the analysis of the (00) spot profiles, presenting a 
coherent growth mode with 7-step height Pb(l 11) islands. 
As discussed earlier, and demonstrated in earlier studies, the preferential growth 
mechanism is likely to be due to quantum size effects.25•26•32 Z. Zhang et. al. 
demonstrated that Pb on GaAs exhibited strong interface induced Friedel oscillations 
with a periodicity of 2 ML, indicating minimum surface energy configurations for 3, 5, 7, 
and 9 ML coverages. A much simpler calculation involves the determination of which 
multiples of the Pb single layer thickness are multiples of½ the Fermi wavelength. 
Given AF = 2nci/w , with n, w integers and d = 2.86 A, A= 3.66 A, one arrives at a 
preferred thickness of 7 ML as seen experimentally in this investigation. 
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Figure 22: 
Demonstrating the island size as determined from the inverse of the FWHM 
Pb(l 0), and the island separation as determined from the inverse of the 
Henzler-ring radius as a function of coverage. 
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Figure 23: 
Profile shape vs. coverage for a particular out-of-phase condition, s = 3.50. 
Notice the radius of the Henzler-ring reduces a simple shoulder as deposition occurs, 
Indicating the onset of 3-D growth at 7 .5 ML. 
A version of the calculation, in terms of energy, where E = 1- cos(2nn¼F), originally 
presented by A. Crottini et. al., plotted vs. deposited layer, n, further confirms this by 
demonstrating strong minima in surface energy for n = 5, 7, and 9 levels, particularly 
strong for 7 ML.27 Again, one has confirmation of possible QSE influence. This is 
presented below in figure 24. In this approximation, an island height corresponding to 7d 
is the 1st multiple of the Fermi wavelength. All of this, particularly for the low-
temperatures at which the morphology was demonstrated, hints that unusual mechanisms 
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Figure 24: 
Explanation of growth morphology as a minimization of the free energy 
of the surface layer. Island height 7d is first multiple of Fermi wavelength. 
Growth with 2d step is also seen and explained by QSE. 
are in effect, particularly based on non-thermal diffusion, and motivated by surface 
energetics. The particular kinetic pathways that operate on this system are the focus of 
investigation in the next chapter. 
In summary, for this part of the investigation, the use of SPA-LEED was demonstrated 
as an effective medium for the determination of growth modes on the Pb-Si interface. In 
particular, strong evidential support was demonstrated for the existence of strong 
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preferential step height of 7 d at low temperature. The basis was on the diffracted 
intensity profiles as functions of k2 , k11 to determine the island height and shape. This was 
accomplished both by analysis of pi(k
2
) vs. k2 and variation in the profile shape at the 
out-of-phase conditions, as well as analysis of the Pb(lO) and Si(l 1 l)-(7x7) 
superstructure spots. Strong support indicates a connection to quantum-size effects as a 
motivator for this unusual growth morphology. 
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UNIFORM ISLAND HEIGHT SELECTION IN THE LOW 
TEMPERATURE GROWTH OF PB/SI(lll)-(7X7) 
In utilizing epitaxial growth as a means of the controlled fabrication of custom made 
materials, one must have a thorough knowledge of the kinematic parameters and 
pathways responsible for creating well-ordered, self-organized nanostructures. As was 
determined in the preceding chapter, unusual growth modes that may have strong 
practical applications are seen to exist during epitaxial growth of a metal overlayer on a 
semiconductor substrate. The principle key to the utilization of such self-organization, 
left unanswered in the preceding chapter, was what particular parameters and methods 
can be implemented to achieve the best possible surface, particularly for the system under 
investigation, Pb(l 11) on Si(l l 1)-(7x7). 
Epitaxial growth itself is characterized as a far-from-equilibrium process, such that the 
structures that form, on an atomic level, cannot be forcibly constructed, but rather arise as 
a result of kinetic limitations. As such, the controlling processes at the atomic level such 
as terrace diffusion on islands, interlayer diffusion at steps, and one-dimensional 
diffusion at the island perimeters, all must have time constants comparable to the duration 
of the growth experiment itself. These parameters with much larger time scales than the 
experiment do not affect the morphology of the surface as they, in essence, freeze out and 
are lost. Since we are dealing with non-linear phenomena with a large number of 
competing variables, the theory is not developed to predict exactly the outcome before 
hand, but rather, it becomes necessary to determine empirically the particular growth 
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pathways, as a function of the growth parameters, in essence to determine where, in this 
generalized parameter space, self-organized growth exists. 
In this second part of the investigation of the Pb/Si( 111 )-(7x7) system, the dependence 
of the self-organization of the thin film was examined for a wide range of growth 
parameters. What was found was that a wide range of preferred island thickness and size 
can form on this system for differing growth pathways, indicating that a good deal of 
control can be established on the growth process itself. Such studies offer up the prospect 
of understanding the microscopic processes involved, as well as the corresponding kinetic 
barriers and transport mechanisms. 
The experimental procedure followed for the growth parameter investigation involved 
two different types of experiments: simple growth experiments and annealing 
experiments. The system utilized was the SPA-LEED system discussed in detail in the 
previous chapter, with little deviation in the experimental set-up. Pb islands were grown 
on the Si( 111 )-(7x7) by various kinetic pathways in the two-types of experiments. The 
growth experiments can be broken down into two subsets, either direct deposition of a 
fixed amount or by step-wise coverage with sequential, small incremental depositions up 
to a set, final amount. It was determined, that for pure growth, no difference in island 
morphology existed between either direct or stepwise deposition. This indicates that the 
time constants of the growth parameters are short lived relative to even the time scale of 
the deposition of Pb on the Si. 
Annealing experiments were conducted as a function of temperature with the surface 
heated from an initial deposition temperature to a final annealing temperature. The 
deposition temperature was usually Tctep= 130K, while the final annealing temperature 
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varied by experiment in the range Tann=120-250K. Again, the annealing experiments can 
be broken down into two experimental subsets, either with continuously varying the 
temperature from low to Tann or by stepwise annealing with the system resting at 
intermediate temperatures, Tdep < T.ni <Tann, before final arrival at Tann• Because of the 
physical nature of the apparatus, with a finite amount of time necessary for the crystal to 
arrive at Tann, the total amount of time for slow or stepwise annealing from initial to final 
Twas similar. What was observed, and is rather unusual, was that the same, uniform 
height islands formed for a given final temperature, Tann, for both types of annealing 
experiments. The islands that formed tended to be larger for stepwise annealing relative 
to the slow annealing, however, both types of annealing, in general, produced larger 
height uniform islands than did the pure growth experiments. 
The typical experimental evidence used in determining the island height and exposed 
layer distribution from diffraction intensity data is the graph of p1 (k2 ) vs. kz, the 
normalized intensity component vs. the normal momentum transfer component. Figure 
24 below shows typical curves of p1 (k2 ) vs. kz for a stepwise annealing experiment for a 
coverage of 4 ML, Tctep=l30K, Tint=l 70K, and Tann= 190K. This is indicative of other 
stepwise annealing experiments for other coverages that were conducted, as well as other 
annealing temperatures. The graph demonstrates p, vs. s, where s = 1/zn/d and d = 
2.86A. the Pb single step height. As discussed prior, the period of oscillation, seen as a 
summation of the individual Fourier terms, determining the particular island height 
distribution of the surface. It was determined that, at the final annealing temperature, the 
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islands achieve flat tops, and steep sides, with a relatively low abundance of single and 
double steps of less than 10% of the island size at the island edges. 
To describe how the surface evolves in time, as an annealing experiment such as this 
progresses corresponding to figure 24, one can merely examine the graph, bottom to top. 
The lowest graph corresponds to initial deposition, at T dep= 130K. The principle 
periodicity observed and therefore the predominant layer coverage corresponds to step 
height islands with 4d steps. Notice, however, that though the maxima all correspond, or 
rather return to the same intensity, the minima do not. Rather, stronger minima are 
observed for s = 3, 3.5, and 4 which is indicative of single and double step heights 
present on the surface, but with decreased observational periodicity. Not detailed in the 
figure, other depositions in other experiments have produced, for slightly higher 
deposition temperatures, 130K < Tdep< 150K and slightly higher coverages, 5-fold 
periodicity in the oscillation pattern. It was observed, that for deposition temperatures 
below Tdep=150K, the g(s) curves demonstrate either 4-fold or 5-fold oscillations with 
equal probability. Regardless, however, the oscillations are seen to be irregular, with 
superposition of other Fourier terms particularly corresponding to single and double step 
heights. This may be indicative of the island formation constructed from 2 bi-layer 
height islands, which accounts for the small contribution of double steps. It is possible, 
because of the finite range ins= 3 or 4, that the 5-fold periodicity is merely the beating 
together of 4-fold and single periodicities. Since the range in sis relatively small, 
corresponding to a single period for the single steps, it is difficult to discern if this is the 
case. 
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Figure 24: 
Comparison of the g(s) curves for various stages in the step-wise 
annealing process. The bottom graph corresponds to direct deposition. 
The others, from bottom to top correspond to successively higher annealing 
temperatures. The surface itself reconfigures from 4 to 7 step height 
as annealing progresses. 
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Either more data points, or an extension of the range in beam energy, or both are required 
to adequately sort out this detail. 
The nest step in the annealing process for the step-wise annealing procedure is 
exemplified in the next two oscillation curves, corresponding to a step at Tann= 170K, and 
finally Tann=l90K. This is shown successively in the figure from bottom to top. What is 
observed, is that the number of oscillations increases from 4 to 7, with the amplitude 
increasing between the Tint=l 70K and Tann=l90K. It was observed, however, that 
temperature is a more important parameter in determining the final outcome than time, as 
the amplitude does not increase with time. This is determined as from a comparison of 
the top curve, corresponding to annealing time of several minutes, to the next lower, 
corresponding to annealing of a few seconds, though both have the same final 
temperature. Examination of the oscillation pattern demonstrates a certain degree of 
irregularity, indicating a finite but sharp distribution of island heights with 7-steps the 
predominant. This is in marked contrast to pure growth at this particular deposition 
temperature, the primary focus of the proceeding chapter, in which deposition at 
Tctep=l80K produces dramatically uniform, 7-step structures with very regular 7-fold 
periodicities in the oscillation. As also determined in the proceeding chapter, an analysis 
of the off center spots, particularly the Pb( 10) FWHM and the satellite spots of the 
Henzler-ring, demonstrate that the island size, L, varies from 6 nm to 10 nm, while the 
island separation, S, changes from 20nm to 30nm, as the temperature increases from T = 
140K to T = 180K. 
Experiments conducted at the same low deposition temperature, T ctep=l32K, but 
slightly higher coverage, 8 = 4.9 ML, demonstrate repeatable 5-step structures 
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corresponding to 5-fold oscillations in the p1 (kz) vs. k2 curve. This is demonstrated in 
figure 25, which also demonstrates typical in and out-of-phase profiles. The particular 
surface morphology appears consistent, as demonstrated in the similarity in the profiles. 
The in-phase profiles have almost identical FWHM, with little shoulder and no 
observable Henzler-ring, very normal for the in-phase specular intensity. The out-of-
phase profiles also demonstrate a high degree of similarity, with broad shoulders, and 
very similar patterns for the satellite spots of the Henzler-ring, indicating a high degree of 
similarity in the island separation for the two experiments conducted at this coverage and 
temperature. The g(s) curve demonstrates strong 5-fold periodicity, though the 
irregularity again indicates the presence of double steps, though with less probability than 
five step heights. Single step periodicity seems somewhat absent due to the high 
intensity of the minimum corresponding to s = 3.5, the minimum for the single-step 
periodicity. The extra coverage relative to the 4 ML coverage in which a combination of 
4 and 5-fold oscillations represent a more stable configuration. This is indicated in the 
simple analysis of the Fermi level of electrons presented in the preceding chapter, where 
five-step height corresponds to a local minimum in energy. 
An examination of another experiment conducted with a Pb coverage of 8 = 5. 7 ML 
and temperature 187K demonstrates another variant upon which the surface morphology 
may adopt. Figure 26 below demonstrates, that with this coverage and temperature after 
annealing produces reproducible 9-fold oscillations in the p1 (k) vs. k2 curve, or rather 
the g(s) curve. Nine-fold oscillations appear to be the upper limit in periodicity which 
diffraction is able to resolve on Si(l 1 l)-(7x7), as islands tend to coarsen with temperature 
to sizes that approach the instrumental limit, and the oscillations are so close together in 
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Schematic demonstrating typical profiles at both in and out-of-phase conditions 
for deposition of 4.9 ML at T = 132K. Notice the strong 5-fold oscillations 
in the g(s) curve. The generalized schematic of island cross-section in the lower 
right corner, shows island morphology, though one I and 2 step islands are also 
exhibited due to the extra Fourier terms in the g(s). 
energy as to become difficult to resolve. The sensitivity of the SPA-LEED electron beam 
energy control mechanism provides increments in beam energy of 0.1 e V. At higher 
periodicities in the p 1 (k) vs. k2 curve, this corresponds to maxima and minima of the 
g(s) curve corresponding to but at most an eV or two, a difference that becomes difficult 
to observe in practice. 
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At the higher coverage, the particular methodology implemented in the annealing 
process for step-wise annealing experiments becomes relevant in height selection, even 
for the same final temperature. What was observed was that stepwise annealing 
experiments with one intermediate stop in temperature, Tint, produce 7-fold oscillations, 
while annealing directly from the low to the final temperature result in 9-fold 
periodicities. As demonstrated in the figure 26, the 9-fold oscillations are reproducible in 
the absence of the intermediate temperature, demonstrating at least metastability, 
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Demonstration of typical profiles and g(s) curve for the system in which 9-fold 
Periodicity ins was observed. The coverage consisted of 5.7 ML with annealing to 
187K. Strong 9-fold structure is present, with little other Fourier term represented. 
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however, when an intermediate temperature is included in step-wise annealing, the 
surface adopts 7-fold oscillations immediately, which apparently are even more stable. It 
becomes difficult for the system to evolve from the 7-step to the 9-step islands as the 
temperature is further increased. When the system is annealed directly to the final 
temperature, one avoids this unfavorable restructuring from 7-9 step islands by the direct 
formation of the 9-step islands. As demonstrated in figure 24 from the preceding chapter, 
one can see that both 7 and 9-step height islands are particularly stable, represented by 
strong local minima in the film surface energy. 
As was discussed in the preceding chapter, it was determined that uniform height 
islands only appear after an initial amount of Pb was deposited upon the surface. As 
presented in the earlier chapter, based upon an analysis of the Pb( 10) spot, this coverage 
corresponds to approximately 2 ML at T ctep= 190K. Further experiments for differing 
deposition temperatures, achievable only after the alteration of the cooling mechanism of 
the SPA-LEED described in the proceeding chapter, indicate that this initial wetting layer 
is temperature dependent. At low temperatures, T ctep= 130K, the wetting layer coverage 
can be as high as 3 ML, as presented in the work of H.H. Weitering et. al..33 As 
discussed in the earlier chapter, the Pb wetting layer adopts the crystal periodicity of the 
underlying Si(l l 1)-(7x7) superstructure. Since a minor change in the scattering factor is 
seen for many energies, in general, the intensities of the (00) and (n/7,0) superstructure 
spots decrease in intensity after initial deposition. 
An examination of the wetting layer for low temperature deposition is detailed in 
figure 27 below. After an initial deposition of 8 = 2 ML at Tctep=129K, one observes the 
complete absence of any discernable Pb( 10) spot, indicating that the wetting layer 
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remains incomplete. The Pb( 10) spot normally resides between the Si( 10) and the 
Si(8/8,0) spots, but for the observed energy of 59.5 eV, a particularly strong energy for 
scattering of Pb(I0) spots, it remains absent. As described in the figure, both the 
Si(8/7,0) and Si(6/7,0), as well as the Si(l/7,0) spot in the top right graph for E = 55.3 
e V, are all particularly visible, indicating the Si( 111 )-(7x7) superstructure is still quit 
intact. The relative intensity of these spots is only slightly diminished compared to the 
(00) spot intensities for the observed wetting layer, as compared to clean Si(l 11)-(7x7). 
As seen in the top-right diagram of the figure, the specular intensity is very sharp and has 
high intensity. Because of the absence of a shoulder, the data was fit to only a single 
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Schematic description of the development of the wetting layer. 
2 ML deposition with T = 129K produces no visible Pb(I0) spot intensities. 
No oscillations in g(s) indicate a smooth growing film, with no steps. 
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Lorentzian, rather than the two-component fit used when the shoulder is present. The 
bottom portion of the figure represents the width of the profiles, cr vs. s. Clearly, no 
oscillations are present, indicating a very smooth film layer with no discemable step 
periodicities. 
One significant point that is considered, but still not answered to definite precision, is 
whether the wetting layer restructures itself upon annealing to higher temperatures. 
There seems to be a good amount of evidence to support this, though the particulars are 
still not accounted for. For instance, if the deposited amount of Pb is less than the 
completion of the wetting layer at Tctep=l30K, say 2 ML, when no evidence of the Pb(l0) 
spot is visible, upon subsequent annealing to Tann=l 90K, the Pb(l0) spot appears in the 
profiles. Also, the Si(l0) and Si-superstructure spots grow in intensity after annealing to 
Tann=l90K. Analysis of the p1 (k) vs. k2 curve demonstrates weak but viable 7-fold 
periodicity, indicating that a small amount of Pb has disassociated itself from the wetting 
layer, and nucleated into 7-step height islands. The particulars are not clear, however, in, 
say, the amount of Pb that is displaced, or the mechanisms involved. Another instance of 
this reorganization is evident when larger amounts of Pb are deposited at Tctep=l30K. As 
before, 4 and 5-fold oscillations are evident in p/kz) vs. k2 with islands as observed in 
figure 25. As one anneals to Tann=l90K, all of the spots, for instance Pb(l0), Si(l0), and 
the superstructure spots (n/7,0), increase in intensity. This is again indicative of a 
rearrangement of the wetting layer, as well as atoms from the 4/5 step height islands re-
organizing themselves into the formation of the larger, higher islands. Again, the 
particulars of the process are not known, including if holes in the wetting layer develop, 
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if the wetting layer simply skims off its top-most Pb, like an onion, or how much Pb 
reorganization takes place in the process. 
Another open question that presents itself pertains to the stability of the nanostructures 
that form as a result of all these various experiments. Not only does the stability of the 
structures depend upon temperature, but also upon initial coverage. For example, the 
stable arrangement of 7-step heights is variable in the temperature range of 180-200K, 
and remains the most energetically dominant structure if the coverage initially is 0 < 4 
ML. The 7-step islands, once produced, remain stable up to a maximum of 240K, at 
which point one reaches the instrumental limit of the SPA-LEED. As the temperature is 
increased, the 7-step height islands are destroyed as the mechanism for self-organized 
growth is overpower by thermal diffusion mechanisms. The surface morphology adapts 
the morphology of a multi-level system, with pyramidal growth of Pb clusters on Si(l 1 l)-
(7x7). This is seen in figure 27 below, in which no oscillations are observed for p1 (k) 
vs. kz, for Tann =242, and 0 = 3.9 ML. As can be seen the (00) spot remains relatively 
broad, with no oscillations in FWHM, indication of a cluster formation. The Si(n/7,0) 
and Si( 10) spots are evident, indicating the presence of (7x7) superstructure. The self-
organization is clearly destroyed. The islands grow larger and move far enough apart that 
the FWHM of the profiles approach the instrumental limit, and the curve p1 (kz) vs. k2 
becomes featureless. This decrease in the amplitude of oscillation of the p1 (kz) vs. k2 
curve is seen in general for increasing temperature, and reflects again the broadening of 
the distribution and the limits of the instrument. For higher coverages 8 > 4 ML, islands 
of 9-step and higher are expected with increments of 2 ML, i.e. 9-step, 11-step, 13-step, 
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etc., as the annealing temperature is increased. Unfortunately, nine-step islands 
represent, as described before, the limits of the instrumental resolution. Since the quality 
of extracted information degrades upon approaching the instrumental limit, investigating 
the successively higher island height types pose a question for other experimental 
techniques, for example STM. 
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The generalized results of experiment conducted to determine the kinetic pathways 
used to form self-organized growth of islands of various step height are presented in 
figure 28 below. The figure demonstrates where differing island heights "live" in a 
generalized T-8 phase space. The diffraction technique is excellent in the preparation of 
this diagram due to the high quality statistical averaging inherent in the scattering 
process, representing over roughly 106 scattering domains. The temperature regime 
selected represents temperatures from 130 - 240K, as the film approaches the 
resolutional limits of the SPA-LEED for higher temperatures. Likewise, coverage is 
represented from 8 = 0 to 10 ML, as diffraction is best used in the study of smaller height 
islands and small island separations. Because of the finite number of experiments 
conducted, and therefore the finite number of points represented in the phase diagram, the 
regions selected represent the dominant height, as selected from analysis of the curves of 
p1 (k) vs. k2 • The division between domains can be better established by conducting 
more experiments to fill in more points in the diagram, and, therefore better establish the 
given boundaries. Most of the data demonstrated is the result of stepwise annealing 
experiments, with the temperature selected representing the final annealing temperature, 
Tann• As demonstrated in the figure, a given height region is bounded by negative slope 
in the T-8 plane, since, for a given island morphology, an increase in island height with 
temperature is compensated by a decrease in Pb coverage deposited in the surface. This 
is indicative of the general trend, larger island heights are favored by either higher 
temperatures or higher coverage. The width, in temperature, of a given step-height plane, 
is approximately 30K. 
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As can be seen, the properties exhibited by the Pb, Si(l 1 l)-(7x7) interface provides an 
extreme variety of unusual growth morphologies afforded by strong self-organizational 
tendencies. The phase diagram above demonstrates a consistent solution to the question 
originally posed: can one actually control the morphology of Pb island height selection 
on Si(l 11)-(7x7). By careful selection of parameters, one can easily form a desired 
surface, with preferential control of island height, and some control over island 
dimensions. Furthermore, due to the nature of the 2-step increments observed, 
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annealing experiments at a given deposition, with annealing temperature given. 
Boundaries are schematic, and need further experimentation to actualize. 
Demonstration of possibility of control over growth morphology for Pb,Si(l l l)-(7x7). 
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and according to the arguments given above concerning surface energetics, it is seen the 
QSE remains the driving force behind the observed surface morphology. The next step in 
the process will be to determine the exact nature of the dynamic processes evident on the 
atomic level, such as mass transport and barrier determination, that provide the driving 
force behind these unique growth modes evident in the system. 
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CONCLUSION 
Thus it can be seen, that the system of Pb/Si( 111 )-(7x7) demonstrates surprising 
propensity towards a diverse surface morphology with strong metastable states. It 
remains a unique property of the Pb-Si interface that the range of self-organized 
structures contains this diversity. The system also demonstrates the importance of the 
quantum size effect in the ordering of epitaxial systems close to the monolayer regime. 
Understanding of the mechanisms associated with the dynamics of the QSE, the actual 
microscopic kinetic processes themselves, holds the promise of eventually controlling the 
growth of atomically thin films and nano-scale structures to tailor make new devices of 
materials with important electronic properties. 
In this investigation, it has been shown with the use of SPA-LEED, the creation of 
metastable self-organized structures of various height, existing after the deposition of Pb 
on the Si(l 11)-(7x7). The structures were shown to be flat on top, with very steep sides, 
making them unique compared to the generally observed modes of epitaxial growth. The 
structures were metastable in temperature and coverage, existing for a particular set of 
growth parameters which were characterized in chapter two. The determination of the 
structure shape was accomplished by analysis of the diffracted intensity profiles as 
functions of ku and k 1- to determine the island height, dimensions, and separations. 
Analysis results in multiple confirmations, from analysis of the g(s) curve, to profile 
shape comparison. 
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The original discovery of the self-organization was exemplified in the formation of 7-
step height structures for deposition at T = 185K. The particulars of this structure's 
existence depend upon coverage, ranging from the completion of the wetting layer at 
approximately 2.5 ML to 7.5 ML, the onset of 3-D growth. Further investigation 
examined the kinetic pathways that could be used to produce a given step height 
structure. The experimental technique utilized was step-wise annealing, with changes in 
temperature responsible for alterations in the surface morphology for a given coverage. 
The formation of these structures is highly unusual since at low temperatures thermal 
diffusion is suppressed and irregular islands are normally observed. 
The final result of this investigation was the preparation of a kinetic phase diagram 
depicting the coverage-temperature plane diagramming the types of islands that form 
from a given set of parameters. It was determined that preferentially, islands form with 
increments of 2 ML, such that preferentially 5, 7, and 9 step islands are observed to be 
particularly stable. The diagram demonstrates the pathway necessary to arrive at a 
surface with a selected island height; as such it can be used as a guide to the production 
of self-organized structures on the surface. 
All in all, the first steps toward the characterization of these unusual growth modes 
have been accomplished. The next step in the process will be the determination of the 
particular process, such as non-thermal diffusion and barrier determination, that are 
enacted at low temperature to generate these structures. A thorough knowledge of these 
processes will facilitate a new burst in technological activity, as scientists will be able to 
create novel new devices and materials with predetermined electronic properties. As 
such, these new innovations will cause great leaps forward to be made in the future. 
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Control of materials at the scale where quantum size effects begin to play a role remains 
one of the key areas of research for future scientific and technological advance. 
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